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The city "departs" along the streets and axes that intersect with its structure. The exact 
opposite of Heidegger's Holzwerge, they lead to no place. It is as though the city were 
transformed into a chance of the road, a context without routes, a labyrinth without centre, 
an absurd labrynth. The great urban sociologies of the early century understood the uprooting 
significance of this explosive radiating of the city.1 
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Introduction 

O n the fifteenth of March, 1956, the State Housing Commission opened a large new 

apartment building in Subiaco, Western Australia. It was designed by the firm of architects 

Krantz and Sheldon, and was named Wandana. The project included a ten storey slab block, 

in red brick and concrete. Four years after this, a competition was conducted for the design 

of new headquarters for the Perth City Council. Council House was completed and opened 

to coincide with the 1962 Empire Games.'The West Australian' newspaper published a 

photograph of the smiling architects, and later, 'The Architectural Review' published the 

building under its heading W O R L D . As the steel frame of Council House rose, a competition 

began for the design of government offices on a site at the edge of King's Park, adjacent to 

the State Parliament. Howlett and Bailey, the architects of Council House entered and placed 

third. The commission was won by a team assembled from the Public Works Department; 

Gordon Finn, Edward Van Mens and Peter Maidment, who planned five slab blocks spread 

across a cleared site. The first of the series was built, and named Dumas House, being 

ceremoniously opened, in March of 1966, complete with public viewing deck on the roof. 

The Opening Book, published for the event, contains a curious image of Perth. A view 

through the full length glass of the office window, published in vivid colour: it shows two 

new apartment towers in front of a vast new sandplain, claimed from the bay; beyond, the 

new Narrows bridge, the new suburbs of South Perth stretching to the horizon. It is a new 

view; one which is shifted from that traditional Mount Eliza prospect, framed by trees, the 

city at a safe distance. 

The three slabs can be described as a kind of invisible geography, marking out two 

axes, which intersect at Dumas House. One, drawn west, will lead to the beach; the other 

roughly cast through Council House, will lead to the International Airport. The buildings 

map out a different place; a different form of the city from most of what was already there. 

Not long ago, that 'place' and time was described as follows: 

..A series of large new buildings that were essentially the shape of a gargantuan 

matchbox on its side. Irrespective of the quality of the individual building... such 

rectangular blocks can not be satisfactorily absorbed into their visual environment. The 

'sixties were a period of unrestrained civic vandalism.2 
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The above description of this kind of architecture has many parallels. These range 

from widely held popular dislike for such buildings, to a 20th century intellectual tradition 

which finds profound anxiety with modernity, and with the modern city. Added to this 

'problem' is the fact that the m o d e m described here has been safely partitioned off into the 

past, and also partitioned off into the modern as foreign to this location. 

The starting points for this work then, are the three buildings described above: 

Wandana Flats, Council House, and Dumas House, built in this 'era of unrestrained civic 

vandalism.' M y purpose is to ask what exactly was being vandalised, and what form of 

restraint might have been offered. In doing so, I also register an intrigue and amusement at 

the indignation which is at times shown towards projects of this kind; in this sense then, the 

text forms not so much a defence,as a kind of parody, or at leat an aesthetic tranquiliser. 

I have also, a concern with the tendency to view cities in such a way that the bulk of 

their 'material' is deemed unworthy in forming a picture of that city. Such a tendency 

provides a vivid abstraction of an ideal city, but leaves the description of the modern 

metropolis mute, and the present in a kind of paralysis. 

Bereft of a language with which to deal with it, we confront the modern metropolis 

as an incomprehensible void, a purgatorial landscape in which we wander round, 

dumb victims of aesthetic autism, incapable of remedial action.2 

So I a m examining what could be termed Nostalgia, asking not so much where it 

comes from, but where it finds its form, and what effects it has on the contemporary city. 

While I use 'city' in the general sense, in m y deployment of 'metropolis' I refer to a 

considerable body of theory which describes the metropolis as that which superseded the 

uprooted city as Place. I use it often to contrast this latter construction of the city. 

Nietzsche, in reacting against the grand objective history, proposed the view that the 

past should be apprehended by the present in order to activate and motivate it. The idea of 

the present concern is echoed by Walter Benjamin: 

Every image of the past that is not recognised by the present as one of its own 

concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably.,4 

This piece of writing then, is a kind of genealogy of particular urban ideas, which is 

aimed at releasing certain pieces of architecture from the category of the useless. 

To begin with, I will examine the notion of Place as a crucial category which informs 

and prescribes forms, for urbanism. I treat this term not as an a priori and overarching 
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category, but as a constructing discourse. This framework finds its way into other discourses, 

or rather sites where the city as Place is elaborated and supported. I refer selectively to the 

text 'A City and its Setting: Images of Perth, Western Australia', by George Seddon and 

David Ravine, published less than a decade ago. A s one of the very few texts which attempt 

any broad description of Perth's physical environment it may or may not be particularly 

influential. More importantly, its particular aesthetic and historical viewpoint, articulates a 

notion of Place which mirrors many beliefs and practices here. 

While this particular text has its background in the discipline, such discourses generate 

a series of practices, which surface in any number of fields, from planning policy to home 

economics. I have selectived and called these Preservation, Dispersal, H o m e and Urbanity. 

While each is related in some way to Place, with its ideal subject, the dweller, each is also 

productive of a subject who is an undweller, the inevitable negative companion w h o is given 

the title museum curator, migrant, commuter, tourist. It is through these characters w h o form 

the Placeless by seeking a place, that the binary poles of Place and the Place-less fall apart, 

and fall toward each other. Tlie 'gargantuan matchbox' is an example of the outside produced 

through dehmiting of the inside of Place. In the context of the modern metropolis, m y point 

is not to redefine what belongs inside or outside the city walls, but to suggest the validity of 

that which is outside them, and indeed the uncertainty of the walls themselves: by default, 

an argument for the Placeless. 
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The Discursive 

The description of cities seems to be particularly prone to the essence, the abstracting 

and rarifying process which acts as a mode for explaining. W h e n I speak of explaining and 

describe this as the task of an essence, then it should be made clear h o w something is 

explained, or in fact what I specifically mean by explaining in this sense. T o describe an 

object, or to write a history of it, is to make clear its relationship to the present. History 

facilitates this. Yet I a m using 'explaining' in a particular way, to suggest that an object does 

not require explaining through history, but rather it is the purpose of history to explain, and 

that objects serve this purpose. T o explain is to validate the present by showing how w e 

arrived at it, by building a bridge across time, and conducting a guided tour through a 

number of fragments which link up and make the present clear; render it unified and 

inevitable. The objective explanation seems to allow its speaker to be sucked into the past, 

leaving no trace of the journey backwards. A description of a city for example, or its 

history, is written as though it were archaeology; all the first hand evidence is laid out 

complete and in a sense tells its own complete story. In what Donato calls 'the archaeological 

epistemology', 

each archaeological artefact has to be an original artefact, and these original 

artefacts must in turn explain the meaning of a subsequent larger history.! 

The purpose of such, an archaeology then is to explain by uniting. That is, to knit 

together into a continuity ready to distil. The artefacts are objects which sit there waiting to 

be uncovered, and they are visited by the historian always for the first time, as the 

archaeologist finds a buried treasure of knowledge lying dormant since its creation. Yet if 

such a treasure has been spoken about, if it is known, then surely it would no longer have 

been there at its source. Likewise, even an object as recent as one from the 1960's has been 

spoken about such that it no longer is there, it no longer exists simply as an object. The 

'archaeologist' displays the object and appends a discourse about it. The object however, has 

only ever existed with the explanatory text, it is inseparable from it to the point of being part 

of that discourse. 

Such questions on the retrieval of knowledge from the past are centred for Michel 

Foucault, around the term "discursive formation", and the attempt to reveal as historically 

constituted that which is a 'given' object of knowledge; to show as potentially arbitrary, the 

accepted forms of classifying and codifying knowledge; to describe ideas and histories of 



ideas as discursive practices themselves and to embed these in other institutional practices. 

Foucault is not unique, as many commentators point out, in acknowledging as historical the 

formation of certain knowledges. The significance of the 'discursive formation' is the extent 

to which it is used to erode the notion of a fixed object of knowledge which is free of 

discourse. 

Where he differs most is in the way he links discourse to what must otherwise be 

regarded as "extra-discursive", the domain of the object.For what he does is to 

integrate investigative practices, observation, and the products of observation within 

the discursive field.1 

It is not simply that what is said about an object is subjected to a whole series of 

constructing forces, but the object itself is a product of such practices. Foucault like 

Nietszche attempts to do away with an immobile essence, focusing less on the verifiable 

object, but rather on its techniques and function in discourse. Thus discourse for Foucault 

becomes a much expanded and transformed term compared with its uses in the linguistic 

fields. It is used tactically for things other than 'statements' as traditionally conceived in order 

to attack the distinction between statements and their object. In other words a city, for 

example should not be seen as a fixed object, separate from any statement that is made about 

it. As an entity, no matter what name is given to it, it is produced by these statements, rather 

than the statements somehow referring directly to it. Its space, like any architectural space, 

does not exist in a physical or chemical form like a visible gas, or liquid essence, but is itself 

a discursive formation. In addition this expanded term is used to distance from discourse the 

notion of 'idea' where meaning and authority are gained through the human subject, or 

author. 

'Discursive formations' are patterns or order in statements quite distinct from the familiar 

unities of authors, books, schools etc? The use of discursive formations seeks certain 

consistent themes or modes of thinking which avoid the necessary use of familiar and 

convenient groupings of knowledge in the continuity of the historical. Instead knowledges are 

embedded in a series of institutional practices which form discourses in particular ways. 

Knowledges are open to analysis free of presuppositions of continuity and of subject-oriented 

idea and influence. What is also open to analysis is h o w such discourses operate; h o w they 

emerge, how their statements are styled, and h o w they are given authority. 

While this text describes three buildings of a similar and deceptively similar form, 

they do not in themselves describe an era, nor do they describe a movement or an architect's 
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work. In many ways these works are atypical, if not unique in the oeuvres of their designers, 

while their diverging programs have located them in separate discourses. Their convergance 

is based on the particular discourses which classify and reclassify through particular practices. 

Discursive formations are manifest in particular sites. The primacy of locating an idea in the 

mind of an author is replaced by a 'surface of emergence'. These surfaces provide a specific 

locus in which a discourse can form and operate, other than in the mind of a great M a n , or 

on the seamless garment of History. Foucault described the genealogy of a number of 

discourses- such as disease, delinquency, sexuality. In each case, discourses form and 

converge only at particular sites, rather than operating freely through author, idea, history. 

To cite the example of 19th century psychopathology where the status of various diseases and 

deviations were constituted not only by the family, the social group, and religious 

community, but also new forms of sexuality and penality. Such surfaces then formed the 

areas where certain diseases could be constituted or redefined, discussed, and thus described. 

It is over such surfaces where 

discourse finds a way of limiting its domain; of defining what it is talking about, of 

giving it the status of an object, and therefore of making it manifest, nameable, 

describable.4 

So with urbanism, certain elements of a city become describable through discourses 

on community which locate entities such as the family along with safety, crime prevention, 

sociability; and define an other in terms of the unhomely, the immoral, the anonymous. At 

particular times such notions limit and define discourse on 'home' such that it is almost 

impossible to speak of it in other terms. Likewise urban form as a discourse becomes located 

in certain other notions such as street, or piazza, that 'city' becomes an object of knowledge 

comprised of these particular elements. 

Thus located in particular sites, discourses are produced in the context of an institution's 

authority; an authority which is assigned to particular fields and individuals and which delimit 

a discourse and establish it as an object of knowledge. Foucault also describes grids of 

specification; systems with which discourses can be divided and articulated. There are thus 

certain modes of locating discourse which allow it to be classified, related, and grouped. In 

the case of 19th century madness, the soul and the body became systems forming a table on 

which knowledges could be spread out and sorted. Likewise, the social body of the 19th 

century city became a classifying grid in which urban remedies could be properly ordered. 
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Rather than a free- acting author, Foucault suggests an institutional structure and a set of 

power relations which produce the domain in which discourse can be spoken; rather than an 

object for this discourse which is pre-given (the body, for example) Foucault proposes such 

objects as means of articulating specific discourses through their elaboration as a system for 

this. 

So discourses and the knowledges they apparently establish in producing an object are not 

only held in place, but are able to be formed around a particular set of institutional and social 

conditions. Discourse does not appear freely or spontaneously; one can not 'say' or discover 

'anything' free of a context of other discourses and institutions. Neither though, are the 

conditions for the formation of a discourse simply a limiting power in the sense that the 

knowledge pre-exists its discourse, and simply lies dormant until the power which prevents 

its elaboration is stripped back. 

The object does not await in limbo the order that will free it and enable it to become 

embodied in a visible and prolix objectivity; it does not pre-exist itself, held back by 

some object at the first edges of light. It exists under the positive conditions of a 

complex group of relations? 

The implication for such a view of discursive formation is to attack the notion of 

objects of knowledge as things in themselves, as phenomena, which thus somehow evade 

certain analyses. Foucault pushes the discursive realm into long-held stable carriers of 

knowledge. T w o I will mention briefly are the author, and history. 

To enter these terms into the discursive field is to shift their status as constants, 

as 'things' into which knowledge can be placed. In different ways, these terms each form 

part of a discourse about the ordering and classifying of knowledge; of making knowledge 

legible. The two notions may be said to serve closely related purposes; the prior, that of 

'unity', the latter, that of continuity. A n author then, rather than being the maker of 'works' 

the subject behind all discourses, is in a sense part of a discourse concerning the relatedness 

of discourses. It is simply an entity which gives authority to the will to find consistencies, 

thematic continuities, and classificatory boundaries amongst potentially disparate texts. It is 

a notion which has varied greatly in its status and relative importance, and which gives rise 

to certain other useful terms to criticism and history. So while authorship may at times lose 

its link to the genius; the aura of the single working mind may recede somewhat the notion 

of the work, the oeuvre carries a unifying authority, to which the underlying author is 
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indispensable. The author then is one of several techniques to find patterns around which 

consistent and larger narratives can form. In the same way that discourses are assumed to be 

related and consistent through existing within the same historical period, so too texts or ideas 

are said, almost through c o m m o n sense, to contain continuities under the classificatory power 

of the author. T o Foucault, discourses do form patterns; certain similarities; the point simply 

is that it is not simple, that discourses form around more complex and less convenient 

notions. 

While the notion of the author may be said to support that of unity, the two at times 

become quite blurred. 'Le Corbusier' may be a fairly convenient and reasonable grouping of 

works for the sake of unifying, an entity such as a city is often described as if it had an 

author, simply by describing it as a unity, as Place rather than an infinite series of places. 

Thus parts of a city are linked by being of a c o m m o n location. Unified, they are given a 

common author, the People of Perth w h o built this city for example. History likewise can 

be seen not as a science of analysing the past, or as a repository of knowledges, but as a site 

for a discourse about the interrelationship of various knowledges through time. In what 

Foucault terms total history, the analysis of artefacts is virtually prevented, free of the belief 

in their ordering into a continuous narrative. In this way history becomes a sort of branch of 

philosophy; an active, driving humanist force which gathers past knowledge and compresses 

it. Paul Carter's description of Imperial history illustrates this process in relation to the 

construction of a colony. In such a scenario, events exist in a theatrical space, compressed 

onto a proscenium stage with a pre-written script, rather than being dispersed over space and 

intertwined with accidental and contingent events.6 In a total history discontinuity is seen as 

the historian's raw material; it is the state in which artefacts arrive, and it is the historian's 

task to order these, and to draw the reasoned story out of the chaos. T o do this, 

'monuments', or artefacts are turned into 'documents', that is, they are taken to be 

representative of a particular moment in history, and can be used to tie together a narrative. 

To this end, potentially contingent texts become evidence, a displaced fragment to be placed 

in a totality, and the 'total historian' must gather as much as possible in order to verify the 

narrative. It is for this reason that Foucault has been criticised for his rough handling of 

historical events and evidence; his enterprise though, is quite a different one from this. In 

what he calls 'general history' not only is discontinuity assumed and historical artefacts 

dispersed across time, but these are used in relation to particular isolated problems. The task 
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of the historian is no longer to reconstitute the past, but to pose certain questions and to bear 

these on historical evidence. N o longer are all pieces of evidence taken as representative of 

the 'past',to be used in estabUshing the truth or falsity of a history, but rather the evidence 

is selected from any number of artefacts and theoretical questions brought to bear on them. 

To the architect whose field of knowledge is largely a body of 'historical' monuments in 

built and written form, the shifting of history into a discursive realm can alter the relationship 

of history and theory to practice. A 'monument' of architecture need not be placed within a 

fixed authority of an architect/author's work, or assessed in terms of its influences and 

influences on it, or by its part in the development of a period. History can be regarded as a 

practice in itself; as a set of discourses operating on artefacts. In its purest state, the historical 

process operates itself, the artefacts are merely necessary to craft the narrative. If an 

archaeologist can construct the narrative, the encrusted piece of terracotta will provide merely 

a confirmation. 

The notion that the categories of Time or Place have a set of qualities is a discourse 

which forms around particular sites. These are formed around particular locations, even 

though the categories are then said to pre-exist them. A number of such locations I will 

expand in the following chapters. Firstly, Preservation, the notion that a city has significant 

monuments (or is a significant monument) which should be preserved and actively prevented 

from being destroyed, is held as an 'idea' which is applied to a pre-given Place which has 

accrued meaning through time. Thus one is able to speak of Preservation of Place, and 

Preservation o/Time. Dispersal relates to the belief that urban space has a pre-defined scale? 

which is related to human perception as a norm, and that the modern city essentially 

destroyed this by altering this scale, and stretching certain norms of space. Similarly, a 

discourse of urban space constitutes as something which can be breathed, physically and 

psychologically. As a combination of tight, air, and aesthetic outlook, dispersal is seen as 

akin to ventilation. Thus one is able to speak of dispersal of Place, and its affect on time. The 

Homely describes a discourse of Place formed around the analogy with the home, as the site 

for the familiar. Thus Place and H o m e are constructed as synonymous, and in a sense 

transcending time. Sophisticated pleasure becomes social virtue in the discourse of the urbane; 

the quality of urbanity gives to place the ability to engender this pleasure. Each discourse is 

productive of a space; it is this discursive space, which rather than being an organic entity, 

is subject to, (in Foucault's terms) a kind of warfare. 
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Place 

Place and the Natural 

The idea of Place as a phenomenon is an important one to discourses of urbanism. 

To a large extent it underpins urbanist arguments, prescribes spatial strategies, and operates 

as a framework in a great many descriptions and definitions of the City. T o explore m y 

problems with the consequences of Place, I examine an overtly phenomenological argument 

where Place is the primary device for understanding the architecture and the city. Thus the 

work of Christian Norberg-Shultz, most notably the text Genius Loci: Towards a 

Phenomenology of Architecture is examined to investigate both its phenomenological 

underpinnings, and its implications for architecture and urbanism. This shift from urban 

phenomenology to architectural criticism in Norberg Shultz is paralleled with Seddon 

Ravine's A City and Its Setting. Most notably, the tendency to conceive the relationship 

between architecture and the city as an essence, and through a natural metaphor, which forms 

a key framework to the discipline of Urbanism.1. It is this discourse which is in question, 

and which is seen as an architectural question. 

To outline a crude argument crudely, Norberg-Shultz begins by asserting that architecture 

is about concrete phenomena which are opposed to abstract ideas and science. These 

phenomena are the content of our existence. This existence is composed of a number of 

essences which account for the poetic, in both universal and regional forms. Place then, is 

where w e exist, and thus a location in the qualitative sense for these phenomena; Genius Loci 

is the essence to that Place and thus prescribes certain essential qualities and characteristics 

to that location. The prescriptions for Place and the space which contains it are the 

components for achieving a sense of place. The prescriptions for such a sense draw on two 

main sources: one being empiricist urban theory (largely Lynch's work on Imageability) and 

the second being notions of the meaningful, (derived mainly from Heidegger). The driving 

force behind this argument is the belief in a crisis, manifest in a loss of Place; the task of the 

phenomenological in architecture thus, being to recover Place. 

Our everyday life-world consists of concrete phenomena.2 With this statement beginning 

his text, Norberg- Shultz suggests a list of examples of such phenomena, including several 

natural elements as well as towns, streets and houses, and also less tangit>- things such as 



emotions. These he suggests are pre-given as the content of our existence. They are also 

contrasted with data which is abstracted from this life-world (molecules and numbers being 

examples of such data.) These are tools serving ends other than our existence, and to 
A 

Norberg-Shultz, have taken on greater importance in architecture than the life-world itself. 

The notion of a 'world' or an 'existence' which pre-exists knowledge is central to most 

phenomenology. Merleau-Ponty, following Husserl, suggests that the world is there before 

any analysis of mine.? Perception is then placed on a different category from judgements, 

acts and predications since the real is not to be constructed or formed, but simply perceived 

and described. 

The life-world which Husserl describes and to which Norberg-Shultz refers is that which 

is pre-given and which already exists when theory begins. The natural life which would be 

located in the life-world can be characterised as a life naively, straightforwardly directed at 

the world, the world being always in a sense consciously present without being thematic as 

such.4 Being thematic infers that one is consciously directed toward an object such that one 

is able to theorise or speculate about it. The life-world is able to take in the poetic, the 

unexpected and the richly diverse since phenomena exist apart from our own reasoning or 

expectations. For Norberg -Shultz, such a world is able to acknowledge the questions of 

quality in our environment. The faith in such a world seems to rely heavily on human Nature, 

and engender a suspicion of scientific reason. Knowledge of the poetic is seen as innate, only 

to be inhibited by the scientific. 

The latent presence of a pre-given world can be seen in Seddon and Ravine's A City and 

Its Setting: Images of Perth, Western Australia via its starting point as images of the city 

made from Mount Eliza above Perth water. While it is acknowledged that such images are 

a narrative formative of certain knowledges of the city, the site takes on a life of its own, 

independent of its images. The city as a pre-given site acts as a setting against which 

individual and communal drama is played out.5 Comparing their task of history to that of 

the archaeologist digging up Pompei-revealing the physical layers of a site which was always 

there, the totalising narratives of Imperial history6 become the geographers tools applied to 

architecture. 1 

Implicit always is the proposition that the site as w e understand it has been there since 

some kind of European Dreamtime, a place simply found and built upon by its colonists. 

What is less apparent here are the ideas outlined by Carter in The Road to Botany Bay for 
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example, that such sites are imagined before they are perceived and that they are 

manufactured through a complex interweaving of the processes of exploration and 
i 

mythologising. W h e n w e read a description of an imagined Perth before the settlers' arrival, 

w e in fact hear a voice suggesting the setting for history before history itself begins. For 

Seddon and Ravine then, the natural setting takes on an ambiguous role, as the contrast to 

the artifice of 'city', and the pre-given city itself. 

What fails to be explained by the phenomenologist is how w e come to know this life-

world with any certainty. A bridge of truth must span from it to the phenomena then to our 

perceptions, which must exist free of any structuring conventions of the visual, the tactile, 

and so on. What is necessary, apart from an act of faith in the reality of a world created 

before us, is the notion of an essence, whereby phenomena can exist free of an unreliable 

perception or description. It is this belief in the unreliable which is so difficult to maintain 

in a discursive reading of space; there is simply no way of knowing, whether these are 

reliable, since they constitute 'reality'. 

It is essentialism then which allows such problems to be overcome. Existence then i£ 

described as an essence which can not be distilled into other elements, and at the same time 

is based in concrete phenomena, rather than being constituted from separate ideas or abstract 

constructs. It is a thing in itself, and thus pre-exists language. It is through the essence that 

the phenomenologist is able to account for the disjunction between realty and perception. 

The separated essences are those of language. It is the office of language to cause 

essences to exist in a state of separation which is in fact merely apparent...In the 

silence of primary consciousness can be seen appearing not only what words mean, 

but also what things mean: the core of primary meaning round which the acts of 

naming and expression take shape. 7 

The reduction to essences is vital to phenomenological thinking. It implies an ideal 

consciousness where events exist in a purer state, uncorrupted by our description of them.The 

existence of a 'primary consciousness' provides the lynch-pin between essences and the 

experience of phenomena, while subordinating language to an inferior or degraded facsimile 

of reality. To the historian or theorist of architecture, these essences replace representation, 

and signal the authentic and generalised notions of specific phenomena. What the essential is 

not concerned with are the means by which such essences come to be known, and the way 

an essence may relate to certain contingencies of history. A n essence is given a primacy in 
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describing qualities, and naturalised as somehow universal. Norberg-Shultz constantly claims 

to acknowledge the differences connected with the specifics of location; yet describes many 

phenomena as universal and natural. In our antipodean case, the description of snow and 

forests posed as concrete images which we all know from our everyday world? provides an 

obvious example of such generalisation. In the same way, the desert provides at best a 

generalised and abstracted 'concrete' image for the Australian. 

A criticism of the notion of a primary consciousness and hence of essences would contest 

their very existence, question the validity of accessing such a realm via conscious discourse 

in the media of either speech or writing and ask what other means one could possibly employ 

to access it. It is worth asking also, the motivations and effects which underlie the desire to 

eliminate the contingencies of history or experience in the process of finding a purer state of 

phenomena. 

To return to Perth and a particular text, a process occurs through its elaboration where 

the city is given an essence via its natural setting as location for viewpoints. The view from 

Kings' Park made either by the painter or the photographer, which is examined as way of 

depicting cities, becomes a way of capturing the city's essence. It takes on the power, 

through the presence of site, to define the essential qualities of location - its Spirit of Place. 

Perhaps the most important theme of Norberg-Shultz's work, Place is where w e exist, a 

concrete location for something which has an essence, and whose qualities provide an 

essence. If Place is where w e exist in a specific but also essential sense, presumably there 

are locations which are not places - such a notion must be prescriptive to define qualities 

which differentiate Place from a place. It must define that essence and measure it against 

given qualities. Since it is also where w e 'exist', it must grow out of human intervention, and 

yet grow naturally, separated from an active theorising on its creation. 

In searching for character through the essence of Place, Norberg-Shultz arrives at the 

term Genius Loci- the Spirit of Place and thus revives a term which has a long and Romantic 

history. In fact, rather than a term with a history, Norberg-Shultz suggests that this is a 

concept which has always existed, and was recognised as that "opposite man has to come to 

terms with to be able to dwell."9 In this statement though, are several undisclosed 

assumptions which have essentialist underpinnings. The idea of an origin, a time when all was 

understood. Here it is vaguely described by 'the ancients', who understood certain essences. 

Attached to this of course is the belief that 'the contemporaries' are yet to fully appreciate 
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such concepts. The Man/Place dichotomy also becomes a way of structuring places. Norberg 

- Shultz suggests, for example, the need to distinguish the natural from the man-made (or 

landscape/settlement), earth from sky (horizontal/vertical), and outside from inside. In each 

case the two sets of terms are distinct but are not separate; they form a binary compliment 

and are reconciled to each other. 

In the Perth of 'A City and Its Setting' a notion of Place is derived from the essence of 

its location, or setting, and certain essential qualities ascribed to it. This is perhaps most 

clearly read in a description of Perth prior to its European settlement. The location of the 

future settlement below the ridge, and beside the bay, is described by the ridge's gentle slope, 

its soft filtering of light through well - timbered land, and the water forming an arc edge, 

softened by the reeds. Apart from being a description of landscape, the focus of the 

description becomes a prescription for a city's essential qualities. Such is the nature of Place. 

If a number of qualities can be identified as a Spirit of Place then they provide an apparent 

measure against which the construction of a city can be assessed. Architecture comes to be 

seen in terms of a response to those essences, as do representations of cities. The map, as 

both a representation of a city and a device for its formation, can be viewed in terms of a 

response, successful or otherwise, to such qualities of Place. 

The several prescriptions Norberg-Shultz sets out, together allow 'a Sense of Place' to 

be achieved. This term in itself is interesting since it implies in a typically phenomenological 

fashion that Place is not in fact made, but rather discovered. The Genius Loci is always 

inherently there, w e need only make ourselves aware of it through our constructing of a 

settlement. The prescriptions fall into two areas- one the formal, physical characteristics in 

an empirical sense, the other notions of the meaningful. The two closely inform each other.* 

and for the phenomenologist the perceptual and the spiritual should not indeed be separated 

at all. Norberg- Shultz continues the use of certain opposite conditions, and assigns their 

complimentary distinction the status of natural law. 

The landscape/ settlement distinction implies that settlement be seen as a concentration 

within a larger setting (a 'gathering' according to Heidegger) which must be clearly distinct 

from the landscape surrounding it. This relates to the inside/outside binary whereby a town 

for example, can be read as inside; the wilderness as outside. One can only have a doorway 
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if one is passing from one condition into its opposite. Whether a city, a street or a house, one 

should be able to read the distinction and so provide an enclosure to space. The horizontal/ 

vertical distinction is applied by the law that buildings relate to their environment by resting 

on the ground, and rising toward the sky. What may seem 'straightforward and naive' 

becomes a way of naturalising architectural elements through their essence and according to 

a particular cosmology. At the empirical level, Norberg-Shultz draws heavily on Kevin 

Lynch's urban theories, and especially the notion of imageability. A Place then, must have 

an identifiable structure which is articulated with coherence, in order that a totality can be 

read, and its parts contribute to the reading of that whole. Such is the total and cohesive view 

of Perth seen from its King's Park vantage point. The consequence is that many cities must 

be seen as either a number of places, dismissed as unimageable, or essentialised by their 

Genius Loci. In doing the latter, that which does not participate in the generalised whole is 

either ignored or attacked as being contrary to the nature of Place. The tendency to suggest 

an essence, which operates at a number of levels has the effect of deterrnining that which 

is an appropriate response to a given, and that which is an aberration. 

The Mysticism of Place 

The backdrop to the empiricism is the highly spiritual understanding of meaningful existence. 

Norberg-Shultz's first help from Heidegger is the way in which he divides earth from sky: 

Earth is the serving bearer, blossoming and fruiting, spreading out in rock and water, 

rising up into plant and animal...The sky is the vaulting path of the sun, the glitter 

of the stars, the year's seasons, the light and dusk of the day, the gloom and glow of 

the night..?0 i 

The notion of dwelling must be understood as a term which could be equated with 

existing meaningfully. Dwelling then, is what occurs between the earth and the sky. To dwell 

meaningfully is to understand mystical essences, and to gather into human settlement, on this 

thin line dividing the two. W h e n one lives meaningfully, one dwells, and the opposition 

between M a n and the Other is overcome; he dwells inside the world; both by connection to 

the earth, and through neighbourly settlement. Norberg-Shultz's essential prescription comes 

then by suggesting that the basic property of man-made places is therefore concentration and 

enclosure?1 
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It is important to understand the mystical ontology at the heart of this particular idea 

of Place. A s with pre-given mystical beliefs, this embodies, both a belief in an unknown 

creator, and a moral structure for human life. If Places exist before w e know them, and w e 

are created with certain essential attributes, then w e are best suited to live in a particular way. 

Given the importance of such essences, the search for essential meaning in place becomes 

crucial. 

Seddon and Ravine would take as given the idea that King's Park and the Swan River 

mean something to Perth dwellers without entering into a mystical elaboration of this. Yet 

there are numerous implicit prescriptions for the settling of Perth in terms of its Genius Loci. 

The Victorian architecture for example, of the first large growth of Perth is said to have 

continued the order, scale and enclosure of earlier plans, bound by the river which it fronted^ 

and the ridge which it nestled below. 

It was perceived almost as a walled city, perhaps because the sense of clear definition was 

psychologically necessary in such a vast and remote wilderness.12 

A psychological imperative for urbanising is naturalised in terms of a landscape; 

particular scales of urban vision become appropriate to a Place. The psychological refers not 

to any scientific constructs, but rather to the psyche as unconscious human nature, which has 

a natural longing for a particular kind of city. The city as artifice is seen to be informed by 

its Genius Loci which pre-exists that artifice; the two come to be played off against one 

another as city/setting. 

Crisis 

The key to Norberg-Shultz's notion of Place in a fatalistic sense, is the belief that it 

has in fact been lost, and a deep crisis accompanies this loss. The recovery of Place becomes 

a driving force behind the use of such ideas. The notion of crisis in a broader sense is central 

to Husserl's arguments, and is the source for Norberg-Shultz's analysis. According to 

Husserl, as outlined by Perez-Gomez, the two systems of meaning, the formal or syntactic, 

and the transcendental or semantic, were able to be reconciled until about the 19th century. 

The split between the two, marked by the incidence of positivism and functionalism signals 

for Husserl a crisis in European Sciences. The Mythical gives way to the Rational; its 
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predominance being inherently abstracted from and incompatible with the life-world. In the 

context of this crisis, Husserl elaborates the notions of the theoretical attitude which is 

contrasted with the naive and natural world view. Through the development of the prior, man 

becomes a non-participating spectator, surveyor of the world; he becomes a 

philosopher?*(It is the rationality of modern science, of mathematics, geometry and 

numbers which have dominated in a technological world view, and are apparently 

incompatible with man's nature.) 

The malaise from which architecture suffers today can be traced to the collusion 

between architecture and its use of geometry and number as it developed in the early modern 

period.14 

For Norberg-Shultz, the crisis characterised by loss of Place is also tied closely to 

specific understandings of modernity: After the second World War most places have been 

subject to profound changes. The qualities which traditionally distinguished human settlements 

have been corrupted or have got irreparably lost15 The objections to urbanism which 

destroys Place seem to hinge on rapid change (in many European cases resulting from war 

damage and reconstruction), and to modernist spatial strategies which do not meet the criteria 

set out for human settlement. 

Spatially the new settlements do not any more possess enclosure and density. They uufy 

consist of buildings freely placed within a park-like space. Streets and squares in the 

traditional sense are no longer found, and the general result is a scattered assembly of units. 

This implies that a distinct figure-ground relationship no more exists; the continuity of the 

landscape is interrupted..."16 

Lost, according to this argument are virtually all of the requirements for 'dwelling'.; 

an imageable whole, a defined urban boundary, a meaningful landscape and setting. Such a 

loss seems to incorporate both a lack of coherence, and a lack of variety; something the 

traditional settlement is able to provide. What is lost then, is the authentic. Just as the notion 

of crisis relies on an authentic world view prior to sciences abstraction from it, so the 

'traditional settlement' (or its essence) must be seen as authentic if modernity is to be 

regarded as a loss, rather than simply a shift or a discontinuity. 

The relationship between such tliinking and the analysis by Seddon and Ravine becomes 

most pronounced in relation to such a crisis. In this case the crisis is again related to 

modernity in general, and more specifically to the arrival of a modernist style on a large scale 
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in the 1950's. Some of the most passionate passages of the text relate to descriptions of this 

period; both in terms of modernist form and urban strategies. Most importantly, the period 

as defined in this work, is assessed as destructive of Place and aberrant in history. The 

1960's, described as the period of unrestrained civic vandalism, when the predominant 

building strategy was the gargantuan matchbox unable to be satisfactorily absorbed into its 

visual environment, essentialises Time, and simplifies its events. The anxiety then is for the 

loss of the city as Place. 

Specifically for Seddon and Ravine, the two primary natural elements constituting Plac6 

were irrevocably damaged. The first, Mounts Bay, was lost in its filling and building of 

Narrows Bridge, and with it, the primary reason for settling on this site. The second element 

being Mount Eliza as a gentle ridge behind the city was compromised by the large buildings 

on the edge of King's Park, most notably by D u m a s House which, in one blow, it destroyed 

the primary relationship between City and its setting. At this point, the ridge is given the 

persona of a friendly whale, its destruction marked by its being placed behind bars.17 

Ultimately, the natural setting serves as an origin and primary determinant of Place. This 

setting, constructed as the natural and pre-given essence, is given the power to adjudicate on 

a particular urban vision, and to find it guilty. Could it be instead, that a notion of Place is 

no less an urban vision than a set of buildings; lodged in ideas and theories, formed amongst 

certain similar ideals in other fields, and given particular status through certain accidents of 

time and location? The language of phenomenology is employed strategically to distance 
1 

itself from itself, that is, from its own language. As a polemic rendered as exposition of 
deeper truth, it makes arguments for a number of spatial strategies, as well as for the unity 

and continuity of these strategies. It is the use of hidden discourses, and their implications 

which must be explored. 

For Norberg-Shultz, as for this particular text on Perth, the proposition that the 

contemporary condition is one of crisis is based entirely on a belief in an authentic and 

natural past. This position is attacked in the Harriet Edquist article Genius Locin, where 

Norberg-Shultz's analysis of R o m e and his search for its Genius Loci are placed under 

scrutiny. Not only must the operations of power and political history be glossed over (along 

with personal perceptions) in the search for the natural occurrence of a genius loci, but the 

very terms through which Norberg- Shultz makes such a search render it highly contradictory. 

In order to sustain his argument Norberg- Shultz must have recourse to a very artificial 
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and carefully controlled set of linguistic options: the obliteration of the human subject, 

the scrambling of history, the avoidance of a stated political framework, the insistence 

on an essentialist homogenous entity that unifies all difference. This impersonality of 

his language parallels its a-historicity.19 

In other words, in order to find the natural, based on authentic 'pre-culture' akin to 

Husserl's naive and straightforward world-view, the phenomenologist here must use a set of 

literary devices; metaphor, simile, personification in a detached third person. Such literary 

techniques lodge 'Rome' in the poetic, in order to reject the 20th century metropolis of 

Rome. Further, consistent with a phenomenological subordination of language to authentic 

experience, Norberg-Shultz would need to deny this as an active strategy, the language must 

never 'analyse itself. T o travel down this path, to begin to regard such work as a written 

text, is to depart the world of the phenomenologist. 

The Unnatural Place 

"Let us never forget that there is an architecture of architecture. Down even 

to its archaic foundation, the most fundamental concept of architecture has 

been constructed. This naturalised architecture is bequeathed to us: we inhabit 

it, it inhabits us, we think it is destined for habitation, and it is no longer an 

object for us at all. But we must recognise in it an artefact, a construction, a 

monument. It did not fall from the sky; it is not natural, even if it forms a 

specific scheme of relations to physis,the sky, the earth, the human and the 

divine. This architecture of architecture has a history; it is historical through 

and through. Its heritage inaugurates the intimacy of our economy, the law of 

our hearth (oikos), our familial, religious and political 'oikonomy', all the 

paces of birth and death, temple, school, stadium, agora, square, sepulchre. 

It goes right through us (nous transit) to the point that we forget its very 

historicity; we take it for nature. It is common sense itself. n20 

Derrida's statement here, can be seen as a direct attack on, or rather an inversion of 
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a phenomenological position toward architecture, of the kind proposed by Heidegger, and 

referred to by Norberg-Shultz. Derrida in fact, makes oblique reference to Heidegger in 

mentioning a specific scheme of relations between, among other things, earth and sky, and 

the divine. In contrast to the phenomenological viewing of such elements as the natural 

conditions for architecture as dwelling, here 'earth', and 'sky' are seen as the location for an 

architectural artifact which is anything but natural; rather it has been assigned values and 

meanings which have a history and from the earliest architecture, have been formed up by 
A 

culture. Meaning is meant here as a practice itself. Rather than something which objects 

'have', it is used as an object itself, made through any number of linguistic processes. This 

'architecture of architecture' is the structuring framework which has allowed meanings to be 

fixed in particular locations. Most importantly, these meanings have passed through history 

into the realm of the given or natural, and as such are seen as authentic. They become, as 

Barthes would say,'naturalised', and become seen as either divinely given or simply c o m m o n 

sense. It is the wilful forgetting of the manufacturing of values and meaning which Derrida 

would seek to address - the forgetfulness which takes on an active structuring value. 

To ask then how Derrida might arrive at such a statement on architecture w e should 

examine some elements of his works and the deployment of its critical strategies. Through 

an examination of philosophical, literary and architectural texts, Derrida renders problematic 

the notions of the authentic, the natural, the fixity of meaning, and thus the truthful as well 

as their dominance over certain opposing ideas. One technique for this is deconstruction 

which, among other things, is a strategy for exposing the internal contradictions, the gaps 

between a text's alleged meaning and its language through a close and particular reading of 

such a text. Such a reading will find things other than a text's overt meanings actually 

present within that text, as well as other accidental meanings and thus undermine the certainty 

of its ideas. Rather than acting through critique via the application of ideas outside a text and 

the introduction of an alternative to/against it, these strategies seek to criticise the text's 

intentions through the workings of the text's o w n language and allow it then to collapse under 

its own weight. 

Such readings are underpinned by a grand analysis of philosophical writing, and the 

identification of constructed oppositions. One of the main points of opposition which Derrida 

identifies in Western thinking is that of speech and writing. H e suggests, through the work 

of Plato, Rousseau, Saussure and Levi-Strauss, that speech has been assigned a primacy over 
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writing as the carrier of authentic meaning. Authenticity is related to the direct relationship 

between a present author and their text, facilitated through a complete control over 'spoken' 

language. The authentic being true, is ascribed a moral and aesthetic value. Writing in this 

respect has been structured as a poor substitute, or parasitic double. Speech and writing are 

of course not used here in their everyday sense, but rather speech is the mode of language 

where the 'presence' of a narrator resides, and with it a living meaning; writing then is a 

conventionalised system of notation for this. In Saussure's case, Derrida argues that 'voice' 

becomes linked with authenticity, and that writing is seen as secondary and further removed 

from truth. Saussure takes part in a long metaphysical tradition where writing is seen as 

suspicious, as somehow deceptive compared with 'living' speech. Writing then, "occupies a 

promiscuous public realm where authority is sacrificed to the vagaries and whims of textual 

'dissemination'. Writing, in short, is a threat to the deeply traditional view that associates 

truth with self-presence and the 'natural' language wherein it finds expression. "21 

Against this, Derrida argues that writing is in fact a precondition of speech, and can be 

conceived of as prior to speech. Writing has elements of undecidability and instability, where 

meaning is constantly displaced and deferred through a system of language. Oral language 

belongs as much to writing then, which is disguised in authentic presence, with a deluded 

sense of complete control over language. Speaking, like written communication, is to buy into 

a structured network of traces which precede the speaker, contain meanings beyond the 

present speaker, and thus form part of Derrida's notion of writing. 

Rousseau and Levi- Strauss both hold ideas of a natural and authentic existence prior to the 

infection by culture and civilised language. In Rousseau's case the development of language 

is a marker of the decline of man away from an ideal primitive and noble state; to I_evi-

Strauss' anthropological view, writing serves as an instrument of domination, and in a sense 

destroys language as communication. Derrida takes Rousseau's writings on the origins of 

language and music where Rousseau argues for the existence of a more authentic language 

prior to writing, and a more genuine music prior to the development of harmony. The 

developments since this origin can be seen merely as degeneration. Derrida's particular 

reading fastens onto certain words and concepts which can be seen ambiguously and shows 

that Rousseau is struggling with language to suppress its contradictions, and its internal 

evidence against the idea of a natural language: 

If we consider the difference which fractured the origin, it must be said that this history1, 
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which is decadence and degeneracy through and through, had no prehistory. 

Degeneration as separation, severing of voice and song, has always already begun. 

We shall see that Rousseau's entire text describes origin as the beginning of the end, 

as the inaugural decadence. Yet ..the text twists about in an oblique effort to act as 

if evil supervened upon a good origin. 11 

In the end, Rousseau can not say what he 'means' or rather not solely what he means, but 

must also admit the pre-condition of writing to culture. The quest for an original language 

turns out to presuppose the existence of a developed system of language to any culture. In 

a similar vein, Derrida exposes as impossible the notion of a language of innocence for the 

primitive cultures of Levi-Strauss' description, and thus points out the contradictions in 

describing writing as a form of violence and oppression on the part of the anthropologist. 

The analysis of such texts has implications not only for ideas concerning the natural, the 

original and the authentic, but with the way meaning is carried in the written text. Rather 

than a transparent conductor which joins the speaking author to an explicit, unmediated (and 

thus authentic) meaning; a text is a structuring device, along which ideas defer to other texts, 

and through which meaning is disseminated, complete with internal contradictions and 

ambiguities. In addition, such meaning does not exist embedded in a safe cocoon of trutĥ  

but is subject to motives, political or personal interests which are present within that text.flS" 

effect is unsettling not only for linguistics, but for every field of inquiry based on the idea 

of an immediate, intuitive access to meaning.13 

Such operations produce not only a set of ideas about the the texts themselves but also 

a suspicion of a discourse which claims access to the natural or to an authenticity which 

precedes language. To return to a particular (if somewhat simple) example of the use of an 

authentic and natural origin, I will look again at Norberg-Shultz' notion of Place. Such a 

notion is essentially a concrete location which is authentically meaningful and as such 

universal, and with origins in a time prior to theorising, scientific analysis or any modes of 

language. It is accompanied by a story of Place's loss, and a subsequent Rousseau-like decline 

and degeneration. Norberg-Shultz, as a phenomenologist, shares with Rousseau a belief in 

a noble origin threatened by certain forms of culture, tainted especially by scientific thought. 

The same ideas of Rousseau which have deconstructed in the hands of Derrida appear 

throughout Norberg-Shultz as a structure. His text 'Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology 

of Place' contains within it the internal struggles with its o w n language which reverse many 
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intended meanings and allow the enemies of Place to reside. 

The 'loss of Place' is the point which most clearly contrasts the present cultural 

condition with a natural, traditional understanding of Place. While such a condition is posed 

as universal, it is constantly qualified; ...mostly, often, very little, in general.. .The condition 

is summarised as if by a doctor: In general, the symptoms indicate a loss of Place?4 A 

condition which results from an endemic mode of tWnking (that of scientific theorising) and 

is thus universal, yet has to be carefully qualified. Presumably, under this endemic crisis 

there would be no exceptions in Western societies to the loss of Place. Yet both the language 

and the explicit examples given later in the text point to poetic exceptions. If this is so, then 

inherent in these examples is the belief that Place has been retained or even created under the 

conditions which would make it impossible. In addition, the loss of the poetic is described 

in the language of the scientist. Numerous other terms are used in the short space which 

suggest Norberg-Shultz is using a theoretical analysis, a construct, to recover what is 

apparently made invisible by such analytical thinking. As he says, it is necessary to give it 

a more precise definition in structural terms.15 While Norberg-Shultz's use of structural 

means to discuss the spatial ordering of Place, it easily converts into a 'structuralist' sense, 

as he goes on to define certain terms specifically defined and placed in quotations. H e 

describes loss of place via imageability; using a term which is more or less scientific, 

deriving from Kevin Lynch's empiricist studies. T o quote Edquist again; in order to sustain 

his argument (concerning the natural), Norberg-Shultz must have recourse to a very artificial 

and carefully controlled set of linguistic options?6 

Further, the text states much earlier that places can not be described in terms of analytic 

or scientific concepts. To take Norberg-Shultz at his word then Place can either not be 

described, or is sufficiently abstracted from places (by being a scientific concept) to remove 

it from the life-world. Not only is it indescribable, but by definition, all Place is a lost 

Place. Places are "made up of concrete things having material substance, shape, texture and 

colour. "27 i 

All places where 'character' is lost contain such things, and since they are described, one can 

obviously sense them (that is, have a sense of the Place.) According to Norberg-Shultz, the 

previous elements make up "environmental character"- which the 'lost Place' must then have 

- his description of the 'characteristics' of loss of Place would confirm this. Inherent to Place 

then, is its own loss, possibly through our inability to describe it. N o sooner do w e identify 
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its characteristics, than it collapses in a crisis. That which fulfills the life-world category (ie 

is concrete) characterises the Placeless. This might concur with Norberg-Shultz's description 

of buildings as a 'sub-place'; being both part of a place (its subset) but also below it, or only 

half of it, or outside it and thus not truly belonging to it (as a sub-human, or suburb). 

The implications for us are dire - perhaps more dire than Norberg-Shultz could intend. 

For without place, w e have no identity, but also do not dwell and do not even 'live'. Our 

very notion of existing is dislocated via Place. If there is Place, then not only is it always 

immediately lost, but humans are unable to live in any real sense. From n o w on Place must 

lose its capital 'p' 

Finally; Norberg-Shultz's linguistic analysis of the term 'dwell' - an explanation of a 

crucial term which will illuminate our understanding of it. Being a Nordic term in origin 

(dvelja), Norberg-Shultz might well be at home with it. Meaning "to linger or to remain"28, 
i 

w e may be less illuminated by it having being taken, via this text, on a whirlwind world tour, 

made possible by the aeroplane and the aerial photograph. The German equivalent to dvelja 

used by Heidegger has as its roots a Gothic word relating to 'peace'. Peace in German is now 

linguistically related to being 'free'. In a strange circularity then, Norberg-Shultz describes 

the buildings of the modernist urban realm, so characteristic of 'loss of place' as "freely 

placed". It is through linguistics as science then, that Norberg-Shultz attempts to come to the 

authentic meaning of a given term, and arrives at a double meaning for 'freedom' via an 

endorsement of modernist planning as perhaps most intimately related to 'dwelling'. Through 

the modernist - the 'freely placed', seen from the 20th century viewpoint of the aeroplane w e 

can assume then, that peace is to be found precisely where Norberg-Shultz shows that place 

has been lost. This is quite apart from the latent politics of the definition which states, 

dwelling means to be at peace in a protected place?9 Peace and protection have taken on 

distinct political meanings this century, and given that for the European at least, mosj: 

'placeless places' were a result of construction after the last major war on that continent, 

modernism must be intimately linked to dwelling peacefully. Failing this, the major sites for 

dwelling in a pre-modern age would be a massive fortification; in this century, its primary 

prerequisite would be a substantial military installation and a powerful governmental system. 

Norberg-Shultz then, provides more than sufficient evidence to problematise the existence 

of a 'spirit of place.' If there is place, it can not be described, and is always in the process 

of its own loss. In this case 'we' are unable to dwell, and yet the lost place becomes the 
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ultimate place to inhabit freely. Place can only exist in the shadow of its o w n loss. T o repeat, 

reinterpret and reinsert Derrida: 

"(Norberg-Shultz') entire text describes origin as the beginning of the end, as the inaugral 

decadence. Yet (in spite of this), the text twists about in an oblique effort to act as if (Loss) 

"were not prescribed in the genesis. .."of Place.30 i 

To arrive at such a proposition is simply to reiterate the discourse of the Metropolis 

of early this century. 

In the Metropolis, unlike the polls, meetings do not take place in a reassuring public 

space but in a hall next to the noise of the assembly line, next to the acid smell of 

chemical products?1 

Nostalgia for the reconstruction of the polis, leaves us paradoxically outside the city as place. 

If w e inhabit the twentieth century placeless urban congestion or sprawl, w e are condemned 

to remain, (by virtue of the continuity embodied in 'dwelling') outside the city wall, 

surveying from the fringe. To visit, or revisit Place renders us the refugee, w h o by taking 

refuge, remains an outsider. 
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PRESERVATION 

"A large part of its beauty is undoubtedly due to the lovely garden setting which, with 

the Stirling Gardens nearby, should, we believe, be carefully preserved in any future 

development of the city; for these gardens are almost the only examples 

surviving in Western Australia of the famous English Landscape style of garden design 

developed in the 17th and 18th centuries. In so far as either the Stirling Gardens or 

those of Government House have this character, it has its origins in this '' 

century;...But the main point stands: the gardens should 'be carefully preserved in any 

future development of this part of the city. '7 

What reasons could one possibly find for the failure of a society to preserve its urban 

fabric, or at least its significant pieces of architecture? Is it ignorance, accident, malice, lack 

of legislation, or even lack of resources? It is possible to constitute 'facts' of history to take 

part in the discourse of this interrogation- the attempt to understand the era of 'unrestrained 

civic vandalism.' Foucault has shown h o w events are reconstituted to provide rationality 

within a discourse; to legitimise actions.2 For example, the medical discourse of anatomy 

attempted to explain the sudden desire to dissect the cadaver in terms of interdition. For the 

first time, the restraints placed on these practices by the Church were lifted. Doctors were 

finally able to access the knowledge they had always wanted to. Foucault showed though, that 

the taboo was something of an illusion and that rather, the discourse of disease reconstituted 

the body's relationship between sickness and death such that only now would the dead body 

reveal the secrets of life. A n active prohibition had never in fact existed, but rather what 

came into existence was a discourse which sought out the corpse as a source of 

knowledge,and the possibility of moral conflict. W h e n w e speak of civic vandalism, it is as 

a discourse describing a transgression of accepted rules, a violation of property. The concern 

with preserving the monument, it must be remembered is neither a constant desire, nor is it 

particular new. 

All that is small and limited, mouldy and obsolete, gains a worth and inviolability of 

its own from the conservative and reverent soul of the antiquary migrating into it, and 

building a secret nest there. The history of his town becomes the history of 

himself; he looks at the walls, the turreted gate, the town council, the fair, as an 

illustrated diary of his youth, and sees himself in it all -his strength, industry, faults and 
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follies. 'Here one could live', he says, 'as one can live here now- and will go on living; for 

we are tough folk, and will not be uprooted in the night? 

What Nietzsche is reacting to, and what is relatively new, is what Riegl calls Age 

Value, where the patina of the old becomes a comforting, if generalised reminder of the 
4 1 

past. Such a value operates within an Hegelian view of history, where each age is given a 

relative worth, and is indespensable in linking the great chain of progress. What is at stake 

then, is the belief that the historical monument has within it a source of meaning for a 

society; that it explains ourselves, and at its most potent explains our origins. The above 

description of Perth makes no mention of Council House which now dominates this precinct, 

yet in its slipshod handling of historical events, makes the argument that regardless of the 

reality of the place, its Place is significant and should remain so. This significance lies, apart 

from the attraction of gardens themselves, in this garden as a Government Domain of colonial 

origin. Seddon provides a map of this domain entitled "Survey of the Government Garden", 

which was prepared in 1834, in a scale of chains, showing the areas of Stirling Square, 

Government Garden, and most importantly, the original Governor's house of 1829. Here one 

could say, are our beginnings, in a precinct which is still in existence, providing an image 

of where w e allegedly came from. Such a significance is of course closely tied to the doctrine 

of Terra Nullus, being so hotly debated in this country at the moment. A s an origin, this 

settlement and its monuments represent the time before which there was nothing, and without 

which w e are nothing. The colonists under the concept of Terra Nullus arrived to nothing, 

and in Seddon's words, made the first inscriptions on a blank page. Rather than a 

discontinuity, a sudden arrival which interupted historical events, this event is constituted 

as a kind of creation and then reconstituted, fairly tenuously as a continuity of Place. 

Such a story of origin is under construction at the Rocks in Sydney, where perhaps 

even more is at stake- the beginnings of a nation. Hobsbawm 5 describes the development of 

national histories in the late nineteenth century, especially in Europe, where a number of 

practices serve this purpose. Museums of national history, statues of national heroes, and 

preservationist policies contributed towards giving, the discourses which organised the terms 

in which national pasts were constructed a concretely materialised and officially sanctioned 

public presence. 6 So the Rocks has been developed from a slum barely rescued from entire 

demolition during the construction of the Harbour Bridge, to the well kept village where the 
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tourist is able to re/experience Australia's oldest history first hand, as in a museum. The 

'authenticity', accuracy or presumed similarity between this and the Rocks of the 18th century 

is blurred and simplified, as in any discourses of Place. Accuracy is clearly is not the task 

of such activities, which provide not so much a lesson in the past, but rather an osmotic sense 

of 'history'. 

The people working there may not know the Argyle Centre was originally a vegetable 

garden for Sydney's first hospital, or that Francis Greenway the architect lived 

opposite, but the feeling of the past is there.7 

The authenticity of such a process was one of concern to the preservation movement 

in 19th century Britain, which vigorously argued against the restoration of buildings, by either 

restoring them to an original style, or updating them for contemporary use. Such a debate is 

highly confused now, yet its original discourse marks a crucial difference between restoration 

and preservation. N o longer is the city composed of building, reflecting past taste and 

techniques, and being an economic commodity, but now it is to be a monument to a sacred 

past. In reference to ecclesiastical buildings, William Morris suggested that nothing more 

should be done to them than is necessary to maintain them as weatherproof, since a 'sacred 

monument' is not to be interfered with.8 The preserved building becomes a sacred place, 

finding its ideal model in the christian cathedral. Idealised somewhere between this and the 

secular museum, the monuments of a city gain such status as to transfer out of the present 

and out of the ownership of any present social body. To Ruskin, We have no right whatever 

to touch them. They are not ours. They belong, partly to those who built them, and partly to 

all the generations of mankind who are to follow us? Like the archaeological find, its finder 

has no right over it, it is the property of the museum. As such a discourse expands, so the 

sacred material expands, until, as the present seems to anxiously slip away into the past, the 

whole city is constructed as a museum, and the cultured dweller is recast as a museum 

curator. In England and Wales for example, this discourse has engendered an explosion of 

activity. Legislation first gave statutory protection to listed buildings in 1966. Since that time, 

the number of listings has reached more than a half a rnillion, containing an estimated one 

million buildings.10 For the Age-Valued monument, there is more than the significance of 

past culture. The evidence of aging is the evidence of nature. In the naturally aged monument 

one sees less and less the work of culture, and more the work of God, until the work is 

naturalised and passes out of the realm of the constructed. 
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The polemic of the 'era of civic vandalism' is one of the barbarian wandering around 

smashing up the museum, knocking over the glass cases, and breaking the precious marble. 

The formation of bodies such as the National Trust are viewed as a security guard against thi^ 

destruction; it is inevitable that their formation would swiftly follow a period of guerilla 

warfare against the city. 

The late 'fifties and 'sixties were also the most destructive of Perth's older 

buildings: the Legislative Council...was demolished in 1961, Mount House, the old 

United Services Hotel...in 1968, the south of the Town Hall..in 1960, and the 

Barracks were demolished... after a long battle... The National Trust of Australia (WA) 

was incorporated in September 1959, and set up a Buildings Sub-Committee two 

months later, which began promptly to list historic buildings throughout the State?1 

What was promptly formed in this discourse of Place, was a sense of anxiety at the 

loss of the city- of its potential disappearance and replacement with something unthinkable. 

Not only did this discourse cast the modernist city as anti-civic, but took part in the national 

development of building controls aimed at preserving the aged, and preventing that which is 

antithetical to it. The establishment of the Australian Council of National Trusts in 1967; the 

establishment of a Committee of Inquiry into the National Estate in 1973, in 1976 the 

Australian Heritage Bill as well as the Museum of Australia Act in 1980 institutionalised 

heritage for the State. Rather than appear as an inevitable response to threat, it could appear 

strange, that such a discourse would coincide in time with an attempt, not at vandalism, but 

of the reconstitution of the idea of the civic. 

The initial move to demolish the Barracks at the top of St George's Terrace came 

from a recommendation in the Stephenson Hepburn report of 1955. The reason for this was 

to create a vista down St George's Terrace toward the parliament; to prevent the Barracks 

blocking this civic aspect. Also recommended under the heading of 'civic' was a T o w n Hall 

in Stirling Gardens (Council House) and government offices near the Barracks, later to 

become Dumas House. The Barracks were later to be partly demolished, partly 'saved', a 

compromise hard won, and an issue seen as a watershed in the 'awareness' of heritage. Yet 

in 1957, the Barracks were government offices, before being elevated to the status of 

monument, with a large sign on the roof of the arch reading 'Take It Easy- Speed Kills '; 

ironically, the arch would soon overlook an expressway, while, its sign would be removed. 

In January of that year, a photograph appeared in the Daily News under the title 'The 
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Barracks.. Should They G o ? Opinionists say YES!' Under the title a number of letters argued 

for the Barracks' demolition, describing it, amongst other things, as an unsightly jumble ojf 

offices topped off by a road safety sign?2 

By 1966, and the publication of the book for the Official Opening of the new 

government offices, the debate is at least temporarily smoothed over, yet the barracks are 

yet to be demolished. The first page of the book describes the genesis of the new project, and 

in a washed out ink drawing, the old Barracks and old Observatory appear, part of the 

theatrical event of progress: 

The historic Old Barracks. ..is to be demolished in its centenary year to make way for 

Perth's ultra-modem Mitchell Freeway. Meanwhile, the Observatory was re-established in 

East Bickley, with 'new modern equipment and buildings'. From here on, the Observatory 

shifted, and was re-established as a museum. Its shift was from a piece of equipment to view 

the stars and the astronauts, to a museum of itself, a sacred site of the historic. Like the 

Barracks, its future was uncertain, and became a discursive site for preservation. While the 

need for a military barracks in the city was declining, the use of an observatory, was 

expanding. The Observatory would continue, only in another form, while the site was now 

framed as civic offices. 

The existing Observatory became part of the competition map for the competition project-

a tracing for competitors of what was currently 'there'. During the competition, the assessors 

published a response to 'questions submitted'. A m o n g the questions, mostly regarding 

carparking requirements, air-conditioning and the like, one asks, What is to happen to the 

Observatory Buildings on the site ? 

The answer was simple, and referred the question to paragraph 28 of the Competition 

Conditions. This read The proposed buildings may be sited without regard for the existing 

buildings and improvements, except that the first building must be placed so as not to 

interfere with the school buildings shown hatched..?* 

Later, in the assessors' report on the entries, the judges reviewed certain projects, 

saying of the third prize entry (Howlett and Bailey's) By unnecessary retention of the of the 

school buildings, the author lost an opportunity to considerably improve the approaches to 

the buildings and to Parliament House. Of the second entry, The plaza... does not provide for 

reasonable and pleasant access to buildings. This could be easily remedied by abandoning 

the Observatory buildings and lowering the plaza level?4 
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The site at this time was clearly constructed as something else; something other than 

the inviolable but lost museum it was to become. But rather than being one of vandalism, like 

the diatribe of the Italian Futurists intent on blowing apart the stifling European city, here 

there is the language of civic space turned against itself. Each of these three buildings was 

commissioned by a government intent on producing civic monuments. The Premier David 

Brand described the newly completed Dumas House as a symbol of the state's progress. 

There is a sense of entering a new era, of resetting the city at a greater scale. More 

importantly, in these projects there is a discourse aimed at constituting civic space, in the 

ownership of the present, rather than historical space. These were perhaps some of the last 

such attempts on such a scale. From the shift in the framework for constructing monuments, 

civic value defers to age value; the same ends producing antithetical means, civic space from 

here on becomes a museum. 

The museum not only preserves, it collects, arranges, classifies, and consigns certain 

specimens to the vault. Yet this museum, which collects all it can for safekeeping, orders the 

destruction of that which it does not want to collect. The sentiment echoes beyond any local 

context -the words are from Melbourne in 1989. The buildings were a disgrace to the city 

and their demolition is long overdue. There is now an opportunity...to pull down what must 

be the ugliest building in Australia. Since I became Premier I've tried to find a way to get 

rid of these monstrosities. It will remove one of the greatest eye soars (sic) ever imposed on 

a city. 15 

Again the discourse of interdition reconstituting the past, stretching the present back 

into it, as though the present's common sense were always so. The past tense of disgrace 

lodges the struggle at the moment of the building's erection. W e have always wanted to get 

rid of these buildings, and at last w e are possibly able to. Again also, a discourse turning on 

itself. As buildings play the role of the accused in the civic vandalism trial, they are given 

a piece of their own civic medicine. In the process, the dumb box accusation knows no 

difference between the banal and the extraordinary. Just as Ruskin and Morris considered 

restoration to be a kind of vandalism, so there have been recent suggestions of restoring the 

site for Council House to a nineteenth century/colonial garden precinct around the Stirling 

Gardens in which Council House could not remain. 

There is a paradox in what Riegl calls the cult of the monument of Age-value. As age 

is the work of nature, and not to be interefered with, the task of culture is to continue to 
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speculate on the present, for as long as a present is produced, the supply of the potential aged 

monument will last forever, or at least as long as this cult is active.16 A further irony exists 

in preservation as a site for a discourse on Place. In a museum, the view is from the outside; 

one looks not at oneself, but at others, as an outsider. To view fragments from the Parthenon 

in the British museum is not to see oneself, as heritage, but a genealogy of British 

archaeology and collecting. The museum must claim the past a foreign country. O n a sacred 

site, the uninitiated must be excluded, and presumably, the city as sacred site leaves the 

uninitiated permanently outside its walls. In the ultimate museum as sacred site, th^ 

necropolis, only the dead remain inside. So through a discourse of being inside a Place, as 

w e do not own the present, w e are conceptually outside it. A s Ruskin states, the artefacts of 

the past belong to everyone except ourselves as the present, and this situation is perpetuated 

through time. In a discourse about belonging, about dwelling through knowing our origin, 

w e are left dispossessed. In the discourse of civic space, these slabs are perhaps the last 

monuments of this kind; in that of the establishment and preservation of heritage, they are 

headstones. 
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Dispersal 

We are in an era, says Foucault, in which the world is perceived as a network that 

simultaneously joins juxtaposed and distant points. This space alienates the pious 

descendants of history for whom the world was like a large street which developed 

different 'meanings' through different ages. Neither does this space resemble the 

hierarchical space of the city, where the juxtaposition of places referred to the 'value' 

of their respective functions. The present- day space of the metropolis is made up of 

the non-hierarchical flow of information connecting disciplines and functions, of 

discrete aleatory currents, whose movement is not teleologically comprehensible but 

only stochastically analysable.1 

In 1955, the city of Perth was remapped. With this process, its form was reseated, 

its space redefined and the boundaries of the city exploded. The remapping took place as part 

of a report by a team headed by Stephenson and Hepburn, named Plan for the Metropolitan 

Region - Perth and Fremantle, where the metropolitan area was masterplanned to the end of 

the millennium. In the early 1950's, Perth could be described much like the map from the 

1930's printed in A City and Its Setting1- the inner area bound by the river and King's Park -

stretching out to Subiaco and Leederville, Victoria Park to the east, and north to Mount 

Lawley, where the tram line ended. Suddenly on the new map, the almost abstract black 

shapes form a city over a hundred kilometres long- along the west coast north and south, and 

half as wide travelling east to the Darling Scarp. In an instant a new city is drawn over the 

old grid, with an area capable of containing ten million people. In an optimistic discourse, 

Perth was about to 'take off, the city was on the brink of becoming an international 

metropolis. Seven years later, in February 1962, such dreams were perhaps reconfirmed as 

the city was seen from the earth's orbit for the first time. A large object and an isolated one, 

Perth old boundaries were forever irrelevant.3 

What would facilitate this vast new city was not a sudden and massive population 

increase, but its dispersal? The existing Perth would not replicate its core over the whole 

planned region, but instead stretch it out and intersperse it with open land. Dispersal can be 

defined as a scattering, even a recirculation, but also as a disappearing, as a rendering 

invisible. In the discourse of Place the disappearance of the city's boundaries is the 
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disappearance of the city itself. The anxiety at the crisis of loss of Place, is the loss of a 

space, a space swallowed up in its discontinuity. 

In the series of maps illustrating Perth's development in Seddon's text, two maps are 

unique - that of the Stephenson and Hepburn corridor plan, and the dispersal of population 

between 1900 and 1975, on the preceding page. What disappears in the shifted scale of these 

maps is the representation of space. As a representation of a city, space is flattened out into 

a region, a zone- something other than an area of white which denotes space as a palpable 

entity. With Colin Rowe's description of the inversion of figure/ground in the modernist city, 

it is taken for granted that this kind of map (made famous by Nolli's drawing of Rome) has 

the ability to represent space - to speak about that space in terms of its scale, its enclosure, 

its place in an urban fabric. This is why the dense black and white drawing of I_e Corbusier's 

Ville Radieuse is so potent. Despite the apparent reversal of solid/open space relationships -

each map (the traditional Paris, and the modernist insertion) describes space as a tangible 

entity - one flowing, the other bounded. They are binary opposites of the same structure. 

What is more, they limit space's domain through urban form - presuming a horizontal datum 

- a line between earth and sky, and a vertical extrusion from this line. 

In the map of the dispersed city, any such relationships collapse into a region of land 

use traversed by a transport system. What is at stake is the accommodation of speculation^ 

rather than an encapsulation of a structure; perpetual future rather than a permanent past. 

Even the form of the corridors is not prescribed - a freeway or a railway. In the maps of 

Seddon and Ravine's text, the street is used as a primary organising element and definer of 

space; the street defines sites, serving as an edge of the garden in the Colonial City, and the 

organising element of the built wall in the Victorian city. Through a chronological series, 

the maps show continuity - describing where plans go awry, but which nonetheless follow 

natural social and geographical forces. The street as space becomes naturalised - a formation 

not unlike Mount Eliza itself. In this context, the map of the new region defined by the 

Stephenson Hepburn plan can only be seen as a discontinuity; there are no streets, only an 

implied means of movement cutting through a territory. While there is no explicit demolition 

- no slum clearance in the centre is implied, in this little abstraction and simplification, the 

urban territory and form is redefined and placed under threat. In the discourse of the 

Placeless, this remapping or demapping is the entry point into the clearance of the city as it 

is known. 
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The idea of the Metropolis has an ambiguous role in this city plan - both through the 

belief in the well ordered dispersed of the planned, as well as in the report's latent 

progenitor, the city of London. The metropolis, whether seen positively or negatively, is 

meant here to describe the city slightly out of control, too large to be captured in the mind.5 

This metropolis became a potential when Perth's area suddenly exploded. 

It is always hard, if not impossible to define a metropolitan region, but for 

administrative reasons boundaries have to be established. Alastair Hepburn and 1 

discarded the notion, in everybody's mind that we should confine the plan to the 

statistical region of some 400 or more square miles. We looked for natural limits. ...it 

was agreed that we were to examine a region of some 2000 square miles. This was 

as large as that studied by Sir Patrick Abercrombie when he prepared the Greater 

London Plan, for a population of 10 million.6 

There is a sense in such words that this city would be much larger than it really is, 

that the city was about to take off1 into the realm of the metropolis - such as the great 

Metropolis of Britain. It is possible to read the isolated slab blocks of this period in Perth 

in this sense; of sketching out a future space with all the potential contingency of 
•7 

unpredictable size. Not only are the objects to be seen from the city, but from a space beyond 

it. The new metropolis' buildings would be read not only from the street but from a vast 

terrain surrounding it, extending to the international. A belief existed amongst the characters 

involved that their work bore direct comparison to international connections. Stephenson for 

example, had worked with Abercrombie and was determined to produce a document for Perth 

of quality equal to that of the Greater London Plan of 1944.8 In each of these works space 

is made for something much larger. Problems were to be solved which had yet to occur. The 

State Government offices competition proposed an immense amount of administrative space-

sufficient apparently, until the turn of the milenium; local government likewise, was to be 

reseated. The gargantuan matchbox would cater for the gargantuan city. 

In contrast to the precise order of the cruciform towers in Le Corbusier's Ville 

Radieuse, and more importantly the primacy of the flowing green space around them, there 

is something quite provisional in the space around these Perth buildings. Council House is 

closest to a tower in the idyllic park- yet this is by virtue of being in an historical precinct -

the open space directly in front of and behind the building is of a very different nature; a 

front and back garden waiting for the neighbours. In Dumas House, a large carpark remains, 
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almost as a perpetual building site - the small trees seeming temporary, one side being shored 

up by the unexpected stay of the observatory. The intended modernist courtyards never 

materialising, the carpark is simply a clearing. The streets rather than the ordering element^ 

now appear to slice off the space into wedges. At Wandana, open space is compacted 

wherever possible; rather than an organising element, the green space is the wedge left over 

after maximising the built plan. 

In some respects, there is in this period of dispersal a re-enacting of spatialising of 

vast territories when the land was first colonised. Gordon Stephenson described the Perth he 

arrived in as the 'frontier of the western world19 - a view not unlike the planners of the 

1830's. Then, with the slicing up of land fronting the river, a dream of a limitless 

administered agricultural domain was spatialised in the extraordinary long, narrow strips 

parcelled out to colonists. This time, the terrain was planned not as an agricultural field for 

the Metropolis in Britain, but as the metropolis itself. In the remaking of the city, it was re-

dispersed.10 

The city as endless communication network, as a region defined by movement through 

it, is a familiar discourse of the late twentieth century city metropolis. In this sense the Perth 

of Stephenson and Hepburn's plan could be seen as an outcome of the discourse of Non-Place 

Urban Realm. Melvyn Webber's argument, published in 196411, after the Perth 

metropolitan plan is rather an outcome of such plans, and non-plans, specifically in 

California. Instead of an inversion of Place -- the Placeless, this text denies the validity of 

Place as fixed in describing the essence of the modern city. Webber describes a city planning 

discourse which is obsessed with the fixed and the physical- an inheritance of architectural 

formalism. The city described in terms of its built form, is instead described through its 

communications, which by Webber's argument are completely un-fixed relative to buildings. 

A teleology of urban gathering being the result of necessary proximity is replaced by a 

necessary dispersal of social relations through electronic media. Stephenson, on arriving in 

Perth in 1953, found a city with radio, but without television. Despite having worked with 

Marsall McLuhen in Canada, he remained suspicious of electronic media's relevance, 

compared with that of print, a nostalgia with a form of communication consistent with 

nostalgia for other urban forms. 

With this discourse, the city's form is dispensed with as fixed, the form is not re-

prescribed but severed from the city as social construct. What vanishes in the Non-Place 
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Urban Realm is the belief in representing urban social relations. It is these social interactions 

which are dispersed as well as the visibility of these in urban form, not necessarily the city's 

structure. In this respect, it is almost accidental that such a description of the city becomes 

tied to the Los Angeles of Banham's Autopia?2 N e w York, or rather Manhattan is as anti-

space, and as Placeless as Los Angeles by these terms- to the European it lacks civic space, 

as institutions are thrust out of the piazza onto the street - as - gridded network. The simple 

difference is the scale of this circuit board is smaller - and is vertical as well as horizontal.13 

What is most importantly severed in the discourse of Non-Place is the relationship 

between the urban centre and necessity, as well as this same necessity and spatial continuity. 

Through this systematised view of the metropolis, architecture ironically is forced to justify 

urban form in terms other than the economic. 

As counterpoint to the flux of the endless communication network, and of the 

metropolis as out-of-control social condenser, stands a discourse exemplified by Le 

Corbusier's 'Architecture or Revolution' Beneath this discourse is a fear of the urban disaster 

- of the city as always potential disaster - manifest as threat.14 Above it hovers the will to 

control space - to masterplan it in order to relieve the urban problem before it occurs. One 

of the key sites for this discourse is open space - open green space in most cases, as the 

panacea to the city as suffocating and unhealthy. In Le Corbusier's rhetoric, the 

physical/medical and the cultural are fused; the traditional European City being overcrowded 

and unhealthy, and culturally suffocating - an asphyxia felt most acutely by the Italian 

Futurists. 

The remarkable decision to plan Perth in an area the size of London results in a 

number of ambivalent sites for discourse. Not only does the Narrows Bridge and freeway 

systems facilitate the potentially random interchanges of the Non-Place but it provides access 

to the crucial parkland - the public realm of the healthy sporting society par excellence. 

In England we had dreamed of an ideal for acres of park and recreational land per 

thousand of population. In a survey, conducted with the help of the National Fitness 

Council, we found that ten acres per thousand were in fact needed and used for sports 

alone, involving over 150 sports associations....land for parks and recreation is not 

anything like enough and authorities everywhere seem to be baffled by the problem.15 

To suspect that Perth was reseated awaiting the hundred mile city of London is 

ambiguous - the discontinuity of building is dispersed through consciously open space, as 
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much as space waiting for more building; the irony being that a Perth of London's size is 

planned precisely in order to prevent London. The transportation networks accompanied by 

remarkable car parking provision, seek not to spread the city further out, but to maintain, or 

restore, the social ease of a small city. Only in this way can the centres of activity be freed 

of danger, noise and smell, in order to allow people to go about their business and enjoy 

themselves, as they did in more leisurely times.16 

It was Reyner Banham who linked Perth to I_os Angeles as the other potentially great 

beach metropolis17; yet as a vast(ly) planned region, Perth is the antithesis of Los Angeles. 

Where Stephenson dreams of more parks, Los Angeles dreams of none. Travelling through 

Los Angeles, one is in a continuously discontinuous realm, passing through a gestalt of being 

inside/outside the city, without a centre. In a planned Perth, the suburb is far more clearly 

defined as an Other to the 'city'; its ring of dispersed spaces approaching more the Radian}; 

City's, or the City Beautiful's precise, hierarchical relationships. In the new territories of 

a dispersed Perth one is conceptually both inside and outside the city; held outside by virtue 

of an apparent centre - the traditional city coinciding with the Radiant cruciform towers. The 

ambiguity of 'going to the city' from well within the metropolitan area is that of the suburb 

conceived as village. In the 1968 paper, Stephenson says that the 1955 plan aimed to develop 

the areas as identifiable and self-centred communities18 - villages. The discourse arrives 

then, at a place diametrically opposed to the N o n Place Urban Realm - dispersal is to create 

a network of villages. 

What remains consistent in these various frameworks for the city, is the vast 

horizontal plane, a large ground from which to read these three projects. The box which is 

apparently unable to be absorbed into the visual environment is precisely that, since in these 

projects there is no attempt to disappear into the visual space- the space of the fixed eye cast 

over the city. Rather, the large scale of Wandana, Dumas House, Council House could be 

seen as an attempt to be 'absorbed' into an environment which can no longer be captured in 

a single gaze. The presumed viewpoints of the architecture have shifted and multiplied; the 

sense of where the work might be seen from is less certain. It could be argued also a spatial 

scale implies a kind of temporal scale; that the scale of a street for example, and the relative 

consistency of its buildings is productive of a time, a speed at which the objects are read, 

or are ideally perceived. The city of Place then, is a narrative to be read at a steady, even 

pace. A humanist continuity of perception is matched by an evenly sculpted space, scale and 
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density of articulation. Yet many modernist visual and literary techniques, can be seen as 

altering the perception of time, of slowing down the normal means of reading a work, 

suspending the time of narrative, and de-activating the static eye of perspective. In the 

discontinuity in space and scale of a hybrid urban fabric, time is stretched, slowed down, 

compressed, dispersed. 

Dumas House, in all its ubiquitous visibility, operates as a marker point, if somewhat 

unwanted, of a new dispersed space. It is quite clear that when the building was built, there 

was a sense of the great distance forming its context. 

Building forms will be kept to a minimum in order to present a simple, dignified 

skyline for the city...the building will be viewed from great distances around the city 

due to the prominence of its elevated site. For this reason we have considered a boldi 

sculptured facade modelled by the brise soleil treatment...10 

Suddenly, not only is a view of the building seen from outside, but from outside the 

city itself. The building of Dumas House raised the ridge of Mount Eliza from 110 metres 

to 155 metres above sea level. The extension of the freeways north and south make this 

outside distance even greater than could be expected. The building appears to be 'pointing' 

toward that which is traditionally outside the city. A s a reductive and isolated object, this 

distant experience is able to be matched by a closer view of the building. The built object in 

a discontinuous urban fabric, and a dispersed space is able to be read through less certain, 

and less fixed perspectives. Yet, Dumas House through its sheer prominence, could be seen 

as an exercise in imageability- that ingredient which makes a city more empirically 

memorable, and hence dwellable?1 The city seen from its outside is made recognisable 

through the isolated rectangular form. 

The rules of the imageable however, are barely followed. In the articulation of thi_ 

'simple form' though, is the remarkable abstraction and repetition of surface. The reductive 

treatment of this surface appears to exaggerate the similarity between the distant view and the 

close-up, so much so that it seems to stretch time against distance; to slow down time and 

to render distance artificially greater. Comparable effects occur in both Council House and 

Wandana Flats, through the disjunction of scale, and treatment of facade. 22The traditional 

sense of the good urban building is one where a number of quite different experiences occur 

at various proximities to a building; an imageable silhouette, a composed facade, detail 

treatment, (an articulation of a facade) and an interior room. In each, there is an implied 
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viewpoint, and a different speed at which the architecture is viewed. The treatment of these 

various levels of detail is specific to that viewpoint.23 Instead D u m a s House is marked by 

an almost excessive constancy; or a lack of varied levels of 'intensity'. A constant level of 

detail is perceived, from the great distances at which it can be seen as an isolated object, right 

into the interior. 

W h e n approaching the building at 50 miles per hour for example, the large grey, 

semi transparent mass is nevertheless so strongly articulated that it is readable as a frame 

structure even when it appears very small. A s one approaches the building it changes very 

little, and appears to move very little in the perceptual frame compared to the smaller scaled 
i 

objects.24 The building appears somehow always distant, the stretched out field of vision 

has the effect of slowing objects down -they are less likely to rapidly appear and disappear 

from a frame. As though in a wide angled lens, objects take longer to cross the cone of 

vision. The modernist abstraction of this building is part of a discourse independent of either 

the streetscape or the long vista, but rather one which compresses, or minimises the 

difference between the street, the long view and the space around the slab. This is in a sense 

a reversal of a cathedral at the centre of a space cleared from dense medieval streets, where 

the scale and profusion of sculptural elements crowds the space, and intensifies the approach 

to it. Such an intensity is turned into a sparseness; the close up view offering the same 

abstract elements as the distant. Following a path up to the building, it becomes apparent how 

like its distant view it appears . Not a fragment of a letter on the sign seen from further 

away, nor the small scale of stone figures covering the entrance, simply a closer look at the 

abstract building elements, seen as though enlarged from the same photograph, rather than 

from a different, closer photograph. Without symbolism or the small scale, D u m a s House 

appears as a Miesian ideal, to signify truly and only building...the building is an assemblage 

of parts, each of which speaks a different language, specific to the material used?5 

It is here that the other implied element of the imageable city breaks down. A facility 

to read the city, to render it comprehensible in this sense implies a correlation between the 

most visible and the most important. To arrive at this highest point in the city, one does not 

find a large door to a grand space, but simply a building. Public offices in the technical sense 

only, unmarked in a dispersed (disappearing) space. While both Council House and Wandana 

mark an entry (Wandana marks several) with boldly formed and lettered modernist canopies, 

the unnamed slab maintains an almost empty, undirectional space.26 Such an effect continues 
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into the interior. Passing under the pilotis, the exterior passing out of view, there is still a 

distance to the door. Inside on one of the floors, there is a strong sense of being temporarily 

suspended in the structure that has just been left outside.27 The opaque glass is peeled up 

at the floor to reveal the slab outside at close range, the black columns appearing exactly as 

they did outside, the panoramic view placing one back in the space just left. 

The presumed viewpoint is marked by fixity- fixed somewhere other than at individual 

perception. The gaze is not that of God, nor that of the human-ist scale. The effect of the 

time stretch, of likening the distant to the near, is to expand the city's edge. Seen from a 

suburb, one is no less in the same city as Dumas House than when in Kings Park. The 

slowing down disperses an anxiety, of movement, of speed, or the loss of the city. 

The view of the post - 1955 city in Seddon and Ravine's text would seem antithetical 

to that of Stephenson; the dispersed city of the Corridor Plan versus that of Genius Loci. For 

the proponent of Place, a massive planning proposal represents a temporal discontinuity, an 

anxiety producing disruption to the continuity of a Sittesque accretion of forms. The 

masterplan explodes the gradual (and hence natural) expansion of the fabric. The map 

stretches and tears, rather than organically reproduces. For the master planner, there is a 

constant anxiety of the mis-execution of the plan. The joining, stretching and blurring of the 

decentralised centres, or the underprovision of either parking or park land, destroys the 

integrity of the planned community. The enemy of the 'ideal' is rampant land speculation. 

We assumed that the single family home would be the norm in most districts...the 

spate of flat building is occurring... in an irrational way. 

So while Stephenson describes Canberra as the best planned city in Australia, it is also 

a model of the Placeless. In these two though, there is a common discourse. Across the 

dispersal of the city and of the gathering is Place is a similar discourse of exclusion - a 

nostalgia for the non-metropolis. For Stephenson, describing the plan for a vast urban realm, 

a proxy memory of Perth and Fremantle at the beginning of the century is inserted, and 

described as: 

Relatively new and small...People were generous and kind... there was a friendly 

community spirit. The problems of the big city region are beginning to appear. It is 

no longer safe to leave the key in the front door... The corner shop is disappearing, 

and the inchoate suburb is appearing. A car is required to go to many workplaces, 
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to go to Church...29 

In the map of the Corridor Plan, the vast block area, punctuated by abstract transport 

lines perhaps describes the reconstitution of the village through the city's dispersal - a large 

coastal network of keys left in doors; the non- Los Angeles. The anxiety for loss of Place at 

the spatial dispersal of the city is rendered as the breaking down of its walls; the collapse of 

the walled city and the invasion of the barbarians. In A City and Its Setting, w e read the 

psychological necessity of the walled city in a country which through its geography is 

naturally dispersed.30 What is really being defended is not the settlement from the desert, 

but the polis from the metropolis. Interestingly, Seddon also describes the new upscaled St 

George's Terrace as the The Great Wall; a wall as a barrier and the inverse of a spatial 

container. The wall becomes a kind of dead zone - the only place without space. With these 

two constructions of the urban wall, the city of Perth folds in on itself, imploding at the same 

time as exploding, leaving a dense yet empty vortex. 

When the city walls came down, the view as setting was no longer seen from Mount 

Eliza, but from a moving car, or through the devalued plane of glass high in Dumas 

House.31 The ideal subject, previously a dweller, is recast as a commuter. From within the 

city, s/he travels to the city. Three buildings are noticed; Dumas House through a 

windscreen, while on the Mitchell Freeway, Council House as the television News scans the 

skyline from South Perth, and in Wandana, the balcony looks down over its own rooftops. 

It is from these simultaneously juxtaposed and distant points that the city of finite space and 

closed community disappears, or rather, is seen from the outside; not by a dweller, but by 

a commuter. 
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Home 
"Oh, we call it unheimlich, you call it heimlich."* 

If one dwells in the city, then it is home. To dwell in this place, is to make it 

home, to feel at home in that place. The discourse of Place as fixed and stable location, of 

belonging, frames the city as a house; w e live in a city as w e live in a house. The notion 

of public and private space, of enclosed space itself, mirrors that of the house, an interior 

space. One is inside the city, in one of its various spaces, joined to other spaces by 

elaborated openings. Almost by analogy, the rooms of a house are given an urban scale, 

and it is in the city as polis that one silently shares collective values, like those of the 

ideal home. 

What then, of a predominantly twentieth century discourse, elaborated from Marx 

to Benjamin, and Heidegger to Freud that the modern urban condition, the metropolis, is 

one of homelessness? It is the potential anxiety of the metropolis, its new scale and new 

speed which forms the crisis of Place, and the reaction to it in phenomenology. The 

metropolis in this discourse then, is characterised by a transience of urban forms, an 

unfamiliarity of scale, and a de-personalisation of social relations which renders the city 

strange. The notion of estrangement, and of 'the stranger' are central to Georg Simmel, 

and recur in Marx's critique of the capitalist metropolis, where home becomes an illusory 

category. 

' Here I am at home' -but where instead he finds himself in someone else's house, 

in the house of a stranger who watches him and throws him out if he does not pay 

his rent? 

The sense of the rootless, engendered by the massive growth of the 19th century 

metropolis was broadened into a greater sense of loss through the calamity of two world 

wars. Lost was a belief in being at home in the continent of civilisation, and of history as 

progress. N o w unretreivable was the European city as permanent and continuous carrier of 

memory - of home. It was this arresting of history, that caused Georg Lukacs to describe 

the modern condition as one of transcendental homelessness? Likewise Heidegger's 

sense of anxiety, and a nostalgia for the pre-modern derives from a belief in the inability 

for humans to feel comfortable in the world, or to dwell there. It is this vain longing for 

recovery that has prompts a nostalgia for Place, rendered as home, or the homely. 
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In Freud's famous essay on the Uncanny4, he engages in a detailed analysis of the 

linguistics of the homely, and shows how its reverse, the unhomely, lurks within the very 
1 

notion of home. The German term heimlich denotes all that is comfortable, friendly, 

intimate, cosy, and not strange. Associated then, is the notion of the familiar, the 

neighbourly, the domestic. In such a happy construction though exists its opposite- the 

unhomely. The notion of the homely inherently implies a stranger, and their exclusion. 

The homely becomes the private, since what is intimate is concealed from view. 

From home, to private, to privy ('the heimlich chamber'), to secret and thereby 

magic ('the heimlich art'), was an all too easy slippage? The secret and magic then, 

which can evoke the homely, are as close to the unheimlich; the eerie and ghostly; that 

which evokes fear. 

"Freud was taken with this slow unfolding of the homely into the unhomely, 

pleased to discover that 'heimlich is a word the meaning of which develops in the 

direction of ambivalence, until it finally coincides with its opposite, unheimlich'6 

The anxiety brought about by the 'destruction' of the city is equivalent to the loss 

of one's home. And further, the imposition of a 'foreign' object in the space of the city, 

is constructed as one of a stranger in the home, and ascribed an almost pathological 

unsettling. Such an unsettling is frequently attached to the house, the haunted house being 

significant for being a home as much as 'haunted'. The intertwining of the'haunted' with 

the m o d e m is complex, but is potently illustrated in E.G. Ulmer's 1934 film of the Edgar 

Alan Poe story, 'The Black Cat.' Starring Bela Lagosi and Boris Kharlov, the action is set 

in a large modernist villa in middle Europe, visited by a young married couple of rather 

'domestic' appearance. The Neo-Gothic of the traditional horror film house is replaced by 

an abstract International Style for an unsettling backdrop. The glass offers no view out but 

becomes a claustrophobic translucent/reflective plane. The sparse modernist language is 

here rendered as a kind of absence; a lacking of domestic, homely 'detail', hidden behind 

the flat, smooth walls. Constant reference is made to the architect's masterpiece, rendered 

as strange, in the same way that the two starring actors so perfectly stood for the uncanny 

via the image of the dark foreigner; dark featured, dark mannered, with strange foreign 

accents. 

Given the anonymity of Baudelaire's 19th century Paris, it is strange perhaps that 

the 19th century city in other descriptions, becomes the familiar, the homely. Faced with 
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modernism of the late 20th century,, the city of the last century becomes the last remains 

of Place. In Deyan Sudjic's 'The 100 Mile City' the 1980's become significant in the 

l^ge metropolis as the final part of a process of dispersing traditional fixed urban 

structure, of which the 19th century city is the predominant example. This significance 

lies in the first overcoming of the 19th century city as a structuring device. In Australian 

cities, the 19th century holds even more power as the home which modernity has 

destroyed, since it spans the entire pre-twentieth century history. In popular local wisdom, 

terms such as 'Federation', 'colonial', and 'pioneering' are tied up together and thrown 

into the last century. For Seddon, there were two great periods of city-building in Perth; 

the Victorian gold boom, and the economic boom of the 1960's and 70's. One is seen as 

constructive, and the other destructive, in the sense that one created our home, and the 

other destroyed it. One is Place, the other is a stranger: 

The 19th century heritage of Australian urban space has produced a rich stock of 

prototypes that provide a sound foundation for contemporary urban forms...this 

identity has been partly destroyed by neglect and by importation of overseas models 

of urban forms during the latter part of the second century? 

Migration 1 

The notions of migration, and of the migrant are crucial ones to the history of 

modernism, and obviously to Australian culture. They are also important to describe 

buildings such as Wandana, Council House, and Dumas House, and the circumstances of 

their production. The narrative of the outsider migrating and bringing something 

significant with them is used by both the enemies and promoters of architectural 

modernism. T o m Wolffs violent reaction against architectural modernism ('From Bauhaus 

to Our House') constructed it as an idea foisted upon the American public by a bunch of 

foreigners, and centred on the migration of a number of prominent Europeans, including 

Gropius and Mies, as well as Breuer, Hilbersimer and many others. The modernist 

architect is portrayed in such reactions as the arrogant foreigner or the ignorant migrant-

or both; operating most acutely at Chandighar or Brasilia; arrogantly imposing their own 

(modernist) culture, and stupidly misunderstanding another one. 
A 

In Australia, modernism has always been the subject of some suspicion and this 

has very often been justified in terms of its foreign-ness, something which is identified 
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with either the decadent or the radical Europe; something Australians neither need nor 

want. A kind of cultural cringe operating in tandem with this, admired modernism for the 

very same reasons- because of its Europeanness. The arrival of Harry Seidler and 

Frederick Romberg, for example, brought a sophistication and connection to the cutting 

edge which was unachievable by the local. History and criticism in this country commonly 

promote works and architects, to different ends, on these grounds.8 

Migration is crucial to Australian culture in a wider sense, when today the entire 

population is in some sense a migrant.The particular decade in question is interesting in 

this respect. In 1947, the proportion of white Australians being born in Australia was the 

highest ever.9 At the beginning of the nineteen fifties then, migrants were a smaller 

minority than ever before or since. Large migration had been c o m m o n until the nineteen 

twenties, and the numbers rose again in the nineteen fifties and sixties. The start of the 

Free and Assisted Passage Agreement coincides with the record low in migration, and 

thereafter the net increase in population to Western Australia was uneven; statistically 

peaking in the early 1950's and late 1960's. In 1959 these figures were almost stagnant. 

In terms of the architect, the profession in Western Australia was almost entirely 

constituted during the massive migration of the 1890's. In 1893, over sixty years after the 

formation of the colony, architects numbered twelve. Five years later, in 1897, there wer6 

one hundered and two.10 In this sense, the architectural population was almost entirely 

'foreign'. 

Homi K. Bhabha describes the migrant foreigner as unhomely in terms of the 

construction of nationalist discourses; the migrant is the subject which disrupts the 

language of Nation: 

...-colonials, postcolonials, migrants, minorities -wanderingpeople who will not be 

contained within the Heim of the national culture and its unisonant discourse, but 

are themselves the marks of a shifting boundary that alienates the frontiers of the 

modernnation?1 

It is these people who are evidence of the closure of Place as unified, as a 

home. In the discourse of Place, the migrant represents something of an anomaly. The 

migrant is not fixed- they do not dwell in a place with the corresponding sense knowing 

it. They are a stranger, and by extension, not familiar. Yet the migrant is not a visitor, or 

tourist; as a foreigner they bring many of their belongings, and also accumulate things in 
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the new place. The migrant is in a new home, though not entirely at home. In a discourse 

based on fixity and continuity, they may represent a disturbance, yet the process of the 

architect's migration is often brushed over in the history of ideas and authors. So much is 

made of Le Corbusier's invasion of India in understanding the works there, while less is 

said about the effect of his moving to Paris from Switzerland. Such displacements become 

biographical details of the author. Likewise drawings migrate invisibly, the transfer of a 

built work from paper into a city is able to be made through the unity of idea, without 

disruption. The process of migration, on the other hand, is a contingency. Each of the 

three buildings, form the Perth of the 1960's, are in various ways, able to be linked to the 

notion of the migrant. Each are not, in a way, at home. 

Howlett, Finn, Krantz 

When Jeffrey Howlett arrived in Western Australia on a boat from England, he 

had already travelled from his home in Hyderabad to London where he received an 

architectural education. H e brought with him to Perth a first hand experience of European 

modernism as well as a supply of striped silk shirts. Here he found rotary clothes hoists, 

corrugated iron, and frameless window sashes.12 It seems Perth and Howlett viewed 

each other in a somewhat similar fashion - as mildly exotic. After a few years of practice 

in Perth, Howlett again migrated, to Melbourne for employment with Bates Smart 

McCutoheon. The competition for Council House was prepared during that time. Upon 

winning the competition, Howlett returned and set up an office in Perth to document the 

project. The competition winning drawings which were sent from Melbourne, and the 

completed building, have the allure of the imported. The newness has a corresponding 

foreignness which, it could be suggested, is precisely what was being searched for in the 

competition. The building was to travel from here to the pages of the Architectural 

Review. The brief article describing the new work provides an interesting discourse of the 

colonial where, the whole group should constitute one of the most satisfactory civic 

buildings in ihe Commonwealth, comparable with that at Hong Kong.13 

It seems appropriate that the building is assessed in the context of the 

Commonwealth, since one of the motivations for its completion was the 1962 Empir^ 

Games. Perth became the centre of attention for a now only partially outdated event-

'Empire' has merely been substituted for the term 'Commonwealth'. In the games, as in 
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this article, the larger context is an empire and its colonies, such as Hong Kong and 

Australia. With the applause then, comes the identification of something exotic -the highly 

original pattern of T-shaped sunbreakers14 reminds us that the building is in a sunburnt 

country. For this discourse, the building is successful on two fronts- it remains slightly 
t 

foreign and thus exotic through a kind of practical regionalism, to the Architectural 

Review, who continued to develop this peculiar view of Australia- in terms of its bush and 

sun. At the same time, the International Modernism supplied Perth with something not 

from home, an opportunity to leave home and enter Empire or World. Modernity was to 

save Perth in the eyes of the Commonwealth from the parochialism of the previous T o w n 

Hall. The A R suggests that Perth was in need of such a building since around 1870. 

Indeed, the previous building on Barrack street, designed using a medieval market model 

and a strong sense of kitsch would have been an embarrassment to a society speaking 

about progress.15 

For Gordon Finn who was born in Perth, went to Perth Modern school, and 

formed the firm of Finn, Van Mens and Maidment from architects from within the Public 

Works Department, nothing could be more local than the site for the new government 

offices. Yet migration, and becoming in a sense a foreigner seem to be highly important 

for Finn's development as an architect. 

Apart from a rudimentary theoretical course, Finn's training was as an apprentice 

in the Public Works Department. Despite being qualified to practice in Western Australia, 

he felt his training to be inadequate in architecture, and in 1936 made the first of his 

travels, finding employment in England.16 The short time in Joseph Emberton's office 

exposed him to much currency in architectural modernism. Following this work, he toured 

the continent for four months, viewing contemporary architecture, including that of Nazi 

Germany, as well as visiting Siegfreid Giedeon in Switzerland. Later, when Finn travelled 

to North America on the same boat as Frank Lloyd Wright, he was invited to visit 

Taliesen. The American travels also included meeting Burnham in Chicago, and Neutra in 

Los Angeles.17 

In 1958, while again at the Public Works Department, Finn was sent on a tour of 

South America in order to report on its contemporary work. There he visited among 

others Roberto Burle Marx, as well as Oscar Niemeyer and Lucio Costa, where he viewed 
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plans for the development of Brasilia shortly before its construction. Three years after 

this, Finn worked on the competition for Dumas House, by which time his experience was 

largely imported from overseas, by himself, from the modernist sources. The austere 

tradition of building in Western Australian architecture which also prevailed on Finn, was 

simply reinforced by experimental modernism. The economy of local building was 

transferred into the rigor of m o d e m functionalism. So while Dumas House may be 

austere, it is certainly not vernacular. Finn successfully in this respect, made himself a 

foreigner, perhaps both to Europe and to the local. Rather, local c o m m o n sense was made 

to seem foreign, and the (misappropriated pressed into the service of the practical. So the 

competition entry for Dumas House could be considered a fragment of Brasilia, a black 

Perth Unite, tenuously grafted onto the hill in King's Park. 

While Harold Krantz was also Australian bom, his work and practice could be 

described as acutely foreign to local culture. In some respects his firm was always to 

remain curiously foreign and unassimilated, dealing in a version of the Australian home 

constructed as unhomely. Krantz travelled to Perth from Adelaide for work at the 

beginning of the recession which was to become the great depression. H e soon found 

himself similarly unemployed, and pursued work outside architecture. In the following 

years, Krantz established a very large practice, largely through the building of flats; a 

pursuit which continued to remain controversial for his office. By the time Wandana was 

designed Krantz and Sheldon's volume of work was such that they were able to produce 

the design at an extremely low budget,18 largely through their established techniques of 

mass production. While such techniques facilitated this scale of work, they also 

contributed to the dwellings' unhomliness and foreignness; the haunted Outside of the 

Australian Home. 

Robert Sheldon arrived in Perth as a Viennese immigrant in 1939 and joined 

Krantz' office. The connection to Vienna, the metropolis of Freud and even Loos is 

perhaps coincidental; the common Jewish background, and their positioning as slightly 

displaced, perhaps is not.19 Krantz had never travelled to Europe when Sheldon arrived, 
1 

yet the office would continually seek out and employ migrants. The pair would employ 

non-English speaking architects directly from the wharf at Fremantle, including the 

Bulgarian Iwan Iwanoff. Howlett, as well as Dennis Silver worked in the Krantz and 
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Sheldon office at a time when it had been described as the United Nations. At Wandana, 

modernism is rendered as explicitly foreign. At the same time, the apartment remained 

here hostile to the notion of Place. 

In 1941, Harold Krantz published an article in "The Architect' journal, as a 

defence of the flat as an appropriate habitation in Perth. Apart from the anxiety against 

this form of unhomely house evident in the piece, Krantz outlines a conceptualisation of 

Perth as a m o d e m metropolis where flat buildings not only provide a condensed 

population, but a metropolitan scale of building: 

/ have confidence in predicting that in the future, Perth like most other great cities, 

will become a city of business houses and flats. If restrictions prevent this 

development from being rapid, automatically will the development of Perth as a 

great city be slackened. "20 

Krantz invokes two of the sites of discourse which are anathema to Place; Perth 

being like many other places, and its change being rapid.21 Using the flat as its vehicle, 

he unintentionally strikes at the heart of City as H o m e - the unhomely house producing a 

city w e are not at home in. 

To focus on Krantz and Sheldon as builders of dwellings then, unleashes debate 

and anxiety over the discourse of the home. Through a number of discourses, medical, 

moral, and pseudo- technical, the city and the home, acquired a pathological condition, 

susceptable to foreign illness, not unlike a plague ridden town. A-discourse of threat was 

thoroughly elaborated in the 19th century, where city reform movements saw the urban 

working class as posing a threat to the health, both physical and moral, of society. The 

physical form of their dwelling, recast as the slum, became described as a kind of disease 

itself. The slum came to stand for the disease manifested, and most clearly articulated this 

sense of threat.22 In Perth, such a discourse equated the flat with the slum and was 

aimed at preserving the priority of the home as family villa. As the president of the 

Architects' Board in Perth stated in 1938; 

We must be resigned to the fact that flat dwelling will always be popular with 

certain types of people, although most prefer the better principle of owning their 

own home.23 

Not only does the villa embody home in its normal social relations, but a 

familiarity of scale and open space. At issue for the psychological uprooting caused by the 
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industrial metropolis, is a sense of fear engendered by the distortion of this familiar space. 

The uncanny here became identified with all the phobias associated with spatial fear 

including 'la peur des espaces', or agoraphobia, soon to be coupled with its obverse^ 

claustrophobia.24 

In Wandana, a typically large slab filled with small flats, the agoraphobic and the 

claustrophobic coincide. Compared to a house, the building is too big, yet the house itself 

is too small. A simultaneous complaint is made that it is unnatural and de-humanising to 

live in such a large building, and oppressive to live in such a small dwelling.25 In the 

case of Wandana, this is perhaps made even more clear by the adjacency with more 

modestly scaled buildings in the same project. The site for the buildings is perhaps just as 

intriguing, if accidental. Conceptually it is right on the city boundary, or just outside it. 

The 'city' in this sense, appears to end at King's Park, the administrative boundary of 

West Perth being at Thomas Street. Constructing the city as home here is ambiguous, in 

terms of being inside and outside the city. A dual distinction is made between the city as 

C B D , place of work and kind of capital, and the city where one lives. The two are 

carefully held at arm's length, and are the subject of different rules. At Wandana thi_ 

relationship is collapsed. The metropolis infiltrates the house, and consequently blows up 

its scale. Likewise the suburban, which threatens to undermine the purity and the urbanity 

of the City nudges close to the slick offices of West Perth. To either side of the red brick 

slab now, is a polished granite office, and on the south, another office appears as a huge 

villa, with white rendered walls and pitched terracotta roof, appearing in some ways, 

more like a house than the flats. 

The merging of these elements was precisely what Krantz believed to be essential 

to the great city which was immanent. Certain city boundaries are rendered transient. The 

notions of transience and mobility have a long modernist history; in the discourses of the 

m o d e m metropolis, and of the Homely, they occupy antithetical positions. T o the 

advocate of owning the home, renting a flat is the antithesis of security, stability, and 

permanence so necessary to the social fabric. For Krantz though, or to the migratory and 

anonymous inhabitant of the metropolis, the loss of Place represents an entirely liberating 

mobility. Given a population intent on working in the city, not having children, and not 

having the means to buy a house, Krantz saw the flat was an alternative to the boarding 

house or hotel. At the centre of this was the assumption of a large urban and relatively 
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transient population.26 Potential transience then, was the subject of these projects, of 

which Wandana is probably the key prototype. Of the thousands of flats built by Krantz 

and Sheldon, most were rented fully furnished; a tenant could virtually arrive with a 

suitcase. 

If in the discourse of Place, the city is constructed as home, then the dweller 

lives in the city as though it were his home. Yet as the homely folds in on itself and into 

its opposite, the metropolis re/Places this home. The migrant inhabits the metropolis 

rather than Dwells in the polis: simultaneous acrophobia and claustrophobia are overcome. 

Rendered spatially homeless, the subject of this space is set into a more anonymous, and 

less cohesive set of social relations. As the migrant disrupts the unity of national 

discourse, so their city remains outside the fixed and cohesive language of Place. Like th6 

open plan office floors of Council House and Dumas House, the small house in the large 

building is mobile. 
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Urbanity 

The joys of the 'classical city'...are those of intimacy, human scale...flower stalls, 

elegance, Notre Dame, the pissoir perhaps... elements to be found in the core of many 

old European cities...-but hardly at all in Brisbane or Perth, and not at all in 

Canberra? 

The qualities which Seddon describes, and which Perth apparently lacks, are those of 

urbanity, a term which any or all good cities embody, qualities described as if they had 

always been there, were natural to the city, and had been lost in this particular city. Yet as 

such a term forms part of a discourse located in the city, then it constitutes the urban in 

particular forms, and prescribes a boundary to rules of the good city. Urbanity and the 

urbane, elaborate a particular set of conditions for the urban. The pre-history for such 

notions he in both the mythologised ancient city; the Greek polis and the R o m a n sense of the 

civic, as well as the idealised lively and vibrant medieval market town. Predicated on the 

crisis of the loss of this 'urban life', a discourse, not unrelated to that of preservation, n o w 

seeks to restore the life of inner and old cities. The irony is that while its terms are elaborated 

as being inside the city, of a sense of belonging, the urbane consciously refers to that which 

is outside the city. Through the reconstruction of an urbane past, the city is constituted on 

the ultimate outsider, the tourist. 1 

To look more closely at the notion of urbanity, then it might be possible to suggest 

that in fact this was always the case, that the outsider, I'etranger to the city was always the 

necessary constituent of urbanity. A dictionary definition of the urbane reads in part " 

sophisticated polish formerly rare outside the city." So the term itself can be defined through 

a past time when certain social attributes were unique to the city, and that the city was 

defined in terms of its opposite, the country. The term 'civilised' comes to mind, carrying 

a similar prescription of refinement, of inside knowledge of the protocol of urban society. 

Embedded in this is the notion of citizenship, the system of membership which constitutes the 

social body, through its exclusion of those not fully belonging to the polis. In the discourse 

of the lively, colourful urban texture, perhaps the best model is the market trader, on a 

weekly visit from the country selling their produce. It is through the accustomisation with this 

urban experience, the blurring of the trader as neither country nor city, and his invisible 

origins outside the polis which comes to define the urbane. And in the discourse of the new 

urban village, the citizen w h o provides the necessary complement to the trader, is the non-
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citizen, the tourist. 

Urbanity becomes a discourse aimed at resisting the breakdown of a sharp distinction 

between city and non-city. Defined through the recognition of its other which is a majority, 

it must resist the metropolis, which has no outside, that covers such a vast territory, that one 

can not see outside it, and which is inhabited by the non-citizen and the transient. Not 

surprisingly then, in Perth; ...by the time 90 per cent of the population is urban, the city has 

ceased to have any real meaning in itself? Of course it never did have meaning in itself, 

but rather was supported through the creation of a rare condition, dependent on a large 

majority being non-urban. 

Such an exclusiveness becomes an irony in the context of the world culture of the 

tourist village, since the kind of practices I a m linking to this discourse of urbanity, are the 

attempts to revive parts of a city, to make them colourful, exciting, and gently stimulating. 

The 'consciousness' of the qualities of old cities, which have been mostly lost, or in modern 

cities have never existed, have even in their most academic forms, supported systems of 

'marketing' aimed at the tourist, as the ultimate shopper and consumer. The tourist need not 

describe a visitor from 'outside' the city. The large city of tourism caters for the day trip by 

the local, to its own sites; the Parisian visiting La Villette, the visitor to Darling Harbour in 

Sydney from the western suburbs, a day trip south to Fremantle. Such a phenomenon is of 

course in its old age, the urban tourist being far older than the international one; an anxiety 

felt since the 19th century-when the Parisian flaneur sensed the loss of control over their 

place through the exploding modernity of the metropolis: 

Our Paris...is passing away. Life turns back to become public...All this makes me 

feel, in this country so dear to my heart, like a traveller? From interior to exterior, 

public to private and back again. The unwilling tourist of modernity, w h o coexisted with the 

urban visitor to the huge new department stores of the 19th century, is replaced by the tourist 

of the past, intent on finding the lost public, and exterior. 

More important is the construction of the space of the urban such that its essential 

character, the local, converges with (or blurs against) its temporary opposite, the tourist; and 

the consumer of the city becomes the contributor to its 'life'. The dichotomy of the urbane, 

that of the insider/outsider breaks down in the metropolis further when international tourism 

allows the most urbane to be the seasoned visitor, at the same time as everyone constructed 

as always a visitor. In the process, the discourse of urbanity constantly seeks to re-establish 
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the difference, creating the authentic, the local, and the timeless. 

The urbanity of the resuscitated historic precinct is closely linked to the discourses of 

preservation, and an adjunct to the dispersed city. While for the latter, this complement tp 

low intensity provides spectacle, the preserved or restored urban space and monument 

provides a meaningful place to visit and consume. This meaning though, can not operate at 

the scale of generations suggested by Ruskin; rather the memory must be quickly and easily 

digested, to cater for the fleeting attention span of the visitor. All this is well known to the 

science of shopping centres, where meaning is reconstituted as distraction, and carefully 

controlled to keep the subject on the job, and not bored, while not so distracted as to stop 

shopping. The consciousness of this process in the traditional market town, converges 

conveniently with the post-modernist architectural discourse of the urban experience as 

democratic, familiar, rich in identifiable language. So what of the perceptual difficulties of 

abstraction, austerity and a modernism which requires more than a fleeting glance? Its 

effectiveness in producing the urbanity of this discourse is limited against the sensory 

experience of the traditional. As the architects of the rescusitated Faneuil Hall in Boston 

describe, quite incredibly: 1 

The marketplace offers intense sensations and deep sensory involvement...that brings 

the senses to heightened awareness. The marketplace. ..is a mothering place, welcome 

and supportive, a source of sustenance? 

The sensory is privileged over the cerebral in the split second of the purchase; what 

is also privileged is the instant and supposedly innate recognisability of the village vernacular-

even if it has merely been visited. The elegance of urbanity must be perceived in an instant-

in the same brief moment that is required to categorise the non descript gargantuan matchbox. 

If both the tourist experience and the shopping experience are compressed temporally, so they 

are compacted spatially. In the dispersed suburban city, the shopping centre is a remarkably 

dense spatial arrangement, comparable not to the Ville Radieuse, but the dense medieval 

market streets. Through the recent development of both the tourist and retail industries, and 

their rationalisation, the discourses of travel, leisure, shopping and preservation have 

converged in the urban experience. While there is nothing inherent in the modernist sla6 

preventing it from being a shopping centre5, these discourses reinforce each other to 

constitute the 'historic precinct' as the humane and desirable form of urbanity. 

Margaret Crawford6 describes the transition, the all too easy slippage, from 
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Disneyland progenitor to the authentic Place, through the American shopping mall. Olde 
i 

Mystick Village in the suburbs of Connecticut reproduces a N e w England Main Street of 

c. 1720, and the Borgata in the Arizonan desert 'reinterprets' San Gimignano with piazza and 

scaled down towers. 'London Court' in Perth, designed by the Melbourne architect Bernard 

Evans in 1937 can be seen as a prototype of this genre. The 'Festival Marketplace', a 

development begun in earnest in the 1960's revived a disused historic work, and in the 

process, provided a shopping experience with both 'entertainment' and 'authenticity'. 

Ghirardelli's in San Fransisco, Faneuil Hall In Boston, and South Street Seaport in Manhattan 

are often cited examples. The architectural 'quality' of the original varies from the ordinary 

to the tour deforce of Boston. This particular development now attracts as many visitors per 

year as Disneyland, and importantly, contains a piece of 'real' urban history. The pastiche 

of 'London Court' in Perth is partly superseded by the 'reality' of shopping in the Fremantle 

markets. From this self-conscious development, to what Crawford calls 'spontaneous 

mailing' where streets or urban areas become akin to the mall, simply by removing cars an<J 

other undesirable elements, and intensifying the shopping. What such a precinct provides is 

what is also present in the old European city - compact form suited to the short term visitor -

either the day visitor parking the car in one place, or the tourist travelling without a car. It 

is not surprising in this context that the true destination of so many visitors to Los Angeles 

is the density of Disneyland or the compressed experience of Universal Studios. In the 

European city for example, Florence turned the Via Calzaioli into a pedestrian zone between 

the D u o m o and the Piazza Signoria, which soon resembled a Renaissanceland mall with the 

two monuments serving as authentic cultural anchors... offering merchandise from all over the 

world, as tourists outnumbered local residents.7 

In Australia, perhaps the most slippery hybrid of sacred site, tourist destination and 

shopping mall is the Rocks in Sydney. The most authentic of urban sites (through being the 

oldest), the precinct is turned into a popular museum, so authentic people actually live there, 

recovering an urbanity lost in the m o d e m metropolis. However, this is not only the 

preservation of heritage, or a result of the post-modem taste for the old: 

It is rather the discovery and exploitation of a new market, or a new way of 

marketing products through and in nationalism (and vice-versa), by way of renovation 

and recommercialisation of specific sites. 

The crucial ingredient of the shopping mall, and the urban tourist site, is a safe and 
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relatively uncomplicated space. Spectacle is tempered with a certain continuity and the 

ehmination of the incongruous. A similar situation is described, in a critique of the 

'restoration' of history by the heritage industry: 

The Rocks supplies the site for an encounter with an idealised and fabricated past 

which has been substituted for, and made possible by, the erasure of those marks 

which bear testimony to the real and contradictory complexity of the area's history? 

What Phillipe Hoyeau10 calls 'open' history- open to the speculations of conflict, 

vested interests, and isolated events, is replaced by a 'past' as passive and continuous, freed 

from any residual uncertainty. It is the uncertainty of late modernist buildings which seems 

most problematic in current discourses of the urbane. The modernist, now rendered as the 

past, and constructed as the avant-garde, becoming the generic 'modem' of the late twentieth 

century. 

Yet ironically, the kind of buildings I a m describing from the 1950's and 60's' 

accused not only of lacking urbanity but of destroying it in the city, make gestures toward 

the metropolis as a visitor's spectacle, and engage not only in a discourse of the civic, but 

one of the city as visited. In 1962, when Perth hosted the Empire games it had a recently 

completed athletics stadium at Perry Lakes, the swimming pool at Beatty Park, and the new 

Council Offices and chambers. The lure of tourism attached to such events has since 

intensified, yet even then the consciousness of Australia's international exposure was no doubt 

expanding with the Olympics of 1956 in Melbourne.11 Council House becomes a site for 

the visitor of various kinds; from the tourist visiting the comer of the Empire, to the guest 

of the city entertained on the tenth floor banqueting hall, experiencing the city as a vast 

panorama in a fleeting glimpse. For a moment, the building formed a postcard image of the 

city. 

A photograph from 1963 by Fritz Kos shows the interior of the Council chambers 

framing a night sky- a reflecting and illuminating metropolis outside. The spectacular 

modernism of the Empire Games buildings might seem to find their reverse in the 'practical' 

and 'economical' discourse surrounding Dumas House and its offices for the State 

government. Yet the barely admitted spectacle included top floor which was originally 

surrounded by a deck, described in the Official Opening book as 'Tourist Observation R o o m 

and Promenade' provided for visitors and tourists a means of enjoying magnificent views 

across the city in every direction?1 The city could now be seen from an unprecedented 
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height- second only to those from the air and from Space. A s a modest version of the view 

from a skyscraper, the gaze from within the city, becomes that of across the city, or from 

without. 

In an apparent indifference, or rather as the silent corollary to the tourist realm, the 

flats of Wandana seemingly offer no tourist spectacle. Their orientation is eminently local, 

toward those of neither travelling nor spending power. Yet in Krantz's polemic in support of 

the city of flats, this building type provides the necessary ingredient for the urbane city- an 

urban population of sufficient numbers to 'produce' a vibrant cultural life. The city worthy 

of tourism is that filled with its own tourists, for an obvious and close link exists between the 

hotel and the flat. Krantz's early city flats can be seen as an appropriation of the hotel and 

boarding house, with collective dining and bathrooms, where the city inhabitant was barely 

differentiated from the traveller. The hotel developed to provide bathrooms; the flat provided 

a hybrid of the hotel and the house. Later, Krantz and Sheldon's firm produced large number 

of hotels and motels, including the Airways in Adelaide Terrace. Filled with a 

disproportionate number of new arrivals, foreigners, and short stay inhabitants, flats contained 

a spending pattern more like that of the tourist. Rather than the house and garden 

entertainment and furnishing, the apartment dweller, like the tourist, spends on consumable 

pleasures. It was only when it was realised that the poor spent proportionately more on the 

disposable , that housing authorities again welcomed low income urban housing. 

In the apparent crisis of the authentic urbanity, the tourist experience longs for the 

authentic, spontaneous experience, that of the insider: 

the cafe that only local workmen go to, the restaurant that sells local cuisine which 

nobody else knows about, the bar in which you can meet real people. Its a curious 

dream of the thinking classes..?3. It is also behind the appropriation of the 'historiĉ  

by the great industries of fast spending. The more 'real' the history, the more appropriate a 

site for the market or the resort. The disintegration of this authenticity is the constant struggle 

for the construction of urbanity. Cities have entered our consciousness at last, even as they 

disintegrate?4 It must be asked, when else would they? In a consciousness framed this way, 

spontaneous urbanity was always ready to disintegrate, with the invasion of the outsider; its 

recent resuscitation is entirely dependent on this disintegration for its cheap raw material.15 

That which apparently destroys urbanity, is completely entangled with the notion itself. 

Despite this, despite the process of loss of Place (and its urbanity) having always already 
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begun, the discourse of the urbane twists about in an oblique effort to act as if evil 

supervened on a good origin.16 

A current discourse of urbanity proposes a good urban form, and also infers the dichotomy 

of the non-urbane city, in this case the modernist city, through the lack of this quality. The 

discourse reproduces almost perfectly that of the crisis of loss of Place. Inhabited by the 

tourist, the migrant, the commuter, visitors of one kind or another, the certainty of 

sophistication and popular pleasure embedded in urbanity become impossible to reconcile on 

these terms. Instead, the distinctions defining the urbane break down in the m o d e m 

metropolis through the very practices that seek to revive it. As the historic precinct becomes 

the authentic basis of consumption, it enters the consumable just as the marketable acquires 

authenticity. Against its original intentions, the tourist becomes the most urbane, as 'urbanity' 

is aimed at and produced for this subject. The Dweller becomes a visitor, or rather the 

difference between the two becomes completely uncertain. 
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Uncertainties 

Do I Dare 
Disturb the universe? 1 

In a minute there is time 
For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse. 1 

In the history of Ideas, information flows one way; ideas are transmitted and either 

copied or rejected, and always united with their origin. More importantly a building, or a 

work of architecture is seen as an illustration of an idea, a concrete transmission of that idea. 

A building seen as the expression of an urban idea becomes a fragment of this imagined city, 

a small sample for the great metropolitan laboratory. So it is the clarity of this transmission, 

of the signal from the author which is so valued. 

Four notions (signification, originality, unity, creation) have dominated the history 

of ideas, where by common agreement one sought the point of creation, the unity of 

a work, an epoch, or a theme, the mark of individual originality and the infinite 

treasure of buried significations.. ? 

The gaps between an 'idea' often expressed through polemical writings or visionary 

drawings, and built works, are seen as the imperfect transmission of this signal; an 

unfortunate but unimportant contingency of forces outside this idea. The uniting discourse of 

the idea presses speaking and making close together, eliminating the contingent. To see 

architecture as a practice though, introduces the uncertainties of its process. 

Such gaps often occur in the proposition of a Utopia, or where a vision is prototyped. 

They are present in Krantz's buildings of the 1930's when seen against the drawings of the 

projects made by John Oldham.3 Likewise they are present in Le Corbusier's Futurist urban 

visions, and his idyllic villas; the purist aspirations of these houses and their apparent 

complexities. While Le Corbusier ignored and denied his polemics in practice (Venturi), Mies 

is attacked for being too rigorously faithful to his ideas (Jencks). In most cases, the buildings 

are assessed as though they were intended for the entire city; the city's ultimate model. It is 

not surprising that the modernist vision is attacked through the miniature Utopia, the rare 

instance when an idea is executed in an environment of purity. Mies at H T , Le Corbusier at 

Chandigarh, Niemeyer at Brasilia. Yet the metropolis is where the Utopia collapses, where 

modernity takes on an unpredictable form compared with the certainty of the Utopia: 

The architecture of the Metropolis...must be aware, beyond any Utopia of urban 

planning, beyond that Utopia that is the idea itself of urban planning, that there are 
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no more dwellers; the politics of the Metropolis must recognise the same condition of 

loss of place- as the local is not the rediscovery of a small organic community but the 

epiphany of the ephemeral, the contingent, the migrant.4 

The uncertainty of gaps, and those of the local, form a kind of context for Australian 

architectural culture. In a familiar framework of criticism the local defers to an original idea, 

somewhere else. The three buildings- Council House, Wandana, Dumas House, can be 

described as copies- absorptions of ideas from the Centre.5 And so Council House of 1960 

bears some similarity, colour reversed and squashed, to the Seagram in N e w York of 1957; 

Dumas House, 1962 all too easily slips in as Mies' Commonwealth Promenade project of 

1957, or even the Reichsbank project of 1933. Wandana harks back to the Weisenhof 

seidlung at Stuttgart thirty years earlier, the red brick still not stuccoed white. All fit, rather 

unsatisfactorily (as do his own works) into the oeuvre of Mies. Or Le Corbusier: Council 

House as Chandigarh's Secretariat of 1957, (after all- Howlett is from India), perhaps also 

Dumas House- both also combined with the slickness of the United Nations headquarters 

(Krantz' office)- forming a collection of models housing progressive government. The 

Corbusian at Wandana emerges as one of the Unites D'Habitation, the first begun in 1947. 

There is a shop in the Wandana slab- though it is on the ground, not in the middle. So Le 

Corbusier visits the City of Lights by proxy, and perhaps the Unite is half buried there. Such 

tracing of influences, of unifying links, is often the serious business of criticism; yet 

compressed as copying it becomes parody. The certainty of these heroic Perth slabs, becomes 

the uncertainty of both the copy, and of the new. 

The copy suffers for being too late. In the case of these late m o d e m buildings, acutely 

so, for in the great Western Australian fear of being behind, they are in a sense the last of 

a kind. As architectural modernism seemed to emerge at full strength and purity here, 

elsewhere the orthodoxy was losing ground. In 1959 and in 1964, the almost identical period 

spanned by the three Perth buildings, James Stirling built two works, at Leicester and at 

Cambridge. They were a modernism that seemed far less sure of the certainties of modernity 

than ever before: 1 

Leicester and Cambridge: a laboriously constructed tradition was there reduced to a 

heap of rubble. The certitudes of modern architectural culture were exposed to the most 

aggressive criticism. What had once been celebrated as a unifying language able 

through architecture to give shape to modern civilisation is revealed to be a cacophony 
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of hard to reconcile sounds, waiting for unlikely meanings'* 

At the same time, (1956-63) Hans Scharoun breathed a late gasp of the (less 

International) other architectural modernism, in Expressionism. In a wasteland of Berlin, the 

Philharmonie sits beside Mies' N e w National Gallery; the two forming a formidable 

modernist precinct of disagreement. A white relation of the golden concert hall in Berlin was 

begun in Sydney shortly after this (Howlett began a competition entry for the Opera House 

while in Melbourne), further contributing to the obsolescence of the universal gargantuan 

box. 

The influence of such buildings is perhaps minimal compared to that of a discourse 

set in motion by Robert Venturi. Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture was published 

in the same year that Dumas House was opened. In the same year also Rossi's L'Architettura 

Della Citta appeared. Both texts attempted a massive overhauling of modernist conventions -

and a reassessment of its material via a different set of rules. The unity, purity and simplicity 

which acted as a paradigm for the certitude of architectural modernism was criticised and 

counterpoised with Venturi's non-straightforward architecture of messy vitality.7 At the 

moment that Venturi 'accused' the best architects of this century of working beyond 

simplification, Dumas House was opened, and praised by its assessors as a "satisfying, 

flexible and simple plan...economical and commonsense in character? Compressing time by 

looking back, a strange image appears of the tape being cut for the opening of the Perth 

building, just as the new book of rules appears. 

Venturi's text does not condemn a century of modernist practice, but shifts the 

discourse through which it is viewed. The pure classicism of Le Corbusier's Parthenon in 

Vers Une Architecture is reconstituted as the complexities of the Baroque. The most pure of 

the Purist villas is taken as an example of the ambiguous and the 'difficult whole'; the Unite's 

apparent clarity is collapsed into an ambiguous reading of the brise soleil.9 At the same time, 

Venturi attacks the revolutionary aspirations of every single piece of architecture1 

'Architecuture' is taken to mean buildings other than the unique or the seminal; the 'boring 

and conventional...^ well as...the interesting and designed.'10 In this text gaps are exposed, 

which release built architecture from the particular Ideas which may have formed them;11 

Yet the condemnation of the late m o d e m in the argument for Place is made on the building's 

own grounds, as if the Idea and the building's space were a single discourse. 

A sense of uncertainty was accompanied by a sense of loss; both because of 
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modernism, and because of its failure: 

For Rossi's generation, it was no longer possible to be a hero; no longer possible 6 

be an idealist; the potential for such memories and fantasies had been taken away 

forever.12 

The return of fantasies of a different kind occurred, when Jencks journalistically 

declared that modernism died on July 15th, 197213. Later admitting the rhetorical glibness 

of this declaration, he suggested instead that the event had happened earlier, possibly first 

described in Jane Jacobs' 'The Death and Life of Great American Cities.' in 1961.14 Like 

the origin of m o d e m architecture, a hunt begins for the beginning of the end, the point at 

which the city collapsed due to the destructive force of the modem. For such a discourse, 

these Perth buildings are built in a temporal dead zone. •> 

For the nostalgic, such a process had always already begun, as the yearning for the 

certainty of the pre-modem collided with the apparent excesses of modernity. Shortly after 

the second great war in Europe, Gaston Bachelard took refuge in dreams; dreams of home 

the past, dreams operating in reaction to both the m o d e m and to the city: 

I do not dream in Paris, in this geometric cube, in this cement cell, in this room with 

iron shutters so hostile to nocturnal subjects.15 

Even in the Purist villa though, the machine a habiter carries a nostalgia. It has been 

argued16 that the Purist project of Jeanneret and Ozenfant was a process of 'straightening 

up', of restoring nationalist and timeless values after the chaos of the early twentieth century. 

The necropolis of Hiberseimer's modernist geometry17 then, holds the dead body of timely 

and timeless European dreams of Place. For a generation of Australians which embraced the 

m o d e m if not the modernist,18 non-nostalgia, a wilful forgetting and a dream of the future, 

seemed compatible with the Australian way of life. 

If these Perth buildings are accidentally linked to a story about death of, or in m o d e m 

architecture, or to the destruction of Place, they are also subject to the contingencies of 

architecture as practice. Each were subject to the uncertainties of executing a plan. Both 

Council House and Dumas House as buildings, differ significantly from the submissions made 

as competition entries. The competition drawings, made in 1960, show not only a less tall 

Council House, but a large elliptical auditorium in the space now occupied by a carpark, what 

Paul Ritter called an oval design happily married to the Council House, the good looking 

office block.19 While the current building has been seen as an imposition in a preciously 
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scaled historical precinct, the original aspirations for this development were indeed more 

grand. The Perth City Council had plans to form an open civic precinct connected to the 

Esplanade, this included demolishing the Supreme Court, the Old Courthouse (Perth's oldest 

building), the Government House Ballroom, as well as a number of 'large and rare' trees. 

The slab was made bigger than Howlett and Bailey's proposal, yet the site behind it 

remained unbuilt, and the older buildings undemolished. After concern over the original 

auditorium, a large rectangular hall was considered, and later a small circular hall proposed 

by Ritter. Being too small for the concert venue, this too was abandoned, and the adjacent 

Concert Hall was the later result. The report made by Paul Ritter on the precinct, after the 

Town Hall competition, recommended preserving all the surrounding buildings, and the 

auditorium was reseated in this context. A proposal had even been made for a Cultural Centre 

on Heirisson Island, with a Ceremonial Barge designed to ferry Council members from a 

private jetty up the river for special occasions. 

It was the modernist insertion, and its perceived threat to a site, which engendered 

the examination of the 19th century buildings, and the site's reconstitution as a preserved 

precinct. In a recent reversal, the 19th century precinct is reproposed, with the result of the 

demolition of the modernist insertion.20 The built and the existing are a hybrid, where a 

discourse and its inverse coincide, just as the National Trust was being formed here while the 

competition plans for Council House were being drawn. The various oscillations represent 

more than the habitual alterings of bureaucracy, but an uncertainty as to the nature of this 

area, and toward the m o d e m metropolis itself. 

In a similar manner, what remains on the site for the public Offices competition of 

1960 is a comprimise significantly removed from the original winning entry. The "highly 

successful and economically sound" buildings by Finn, Van Mens and Maidment included 

five slabs, each parallel and identical, linked by covered colonnades and forming a vast 

series of courtyards and undercroft 'piazzas'. The slabs spread out over the entire block, and 

conform to the competition requirement that no building be closer to the street than 60 feet; 

the old observatory, and school buildings have been cleared. The treatment of the first 

building, bearing a remarkable resemblance to Council House's T-shaped shading fins, was 

later significantly redesigned in its present form, the floor slabs simply projecting past the 

glass skin, connected by columns also expressed on the exterior. 

O n the strength of the commission for the five buildings, the three architects left the 
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office at the Public Works Department and set up private practice. These later buildings did 

not eventuate. A number of reasons are given for the eventual decision to build only the first 

building21, both practical and ideological. (It seems that objections were raised to the 

agglomeration of bureaucratic office space dominating such a prominent site.) Additionally,it 

was Gordon Stevenson who recommended that more office space could not be sustained on 

this site with regard to traffic, thus strengthening the argument to abandon the other plans. 

In the discourse of the dispersed city, this project becomes the last of a kind, before a policy 

of decentralising and deinstitutionalising government departments. The massive compaction 

of administration, finds its reverse, the suburban branch, through the lessons of this 

project. 1 

W h e n the first slab was built, the original masterplan disappeared. O n the 

recommendation of the competition assessors, the building was oriented on the north- south 

axis, away from the street grid which aligned the five blocks. The school buildings and the 

old observatory, like the courthouses, have stayed. The observatory housed until recently, 

offices of the public works department. It is now the headquarters of the National Trust. 

The day after Dumas House was opened the West Australian published an heroic 

photo of three workers gazing out at 'the view' from the roof of the new offices. Fraser 

avenue stretches into King's Park below, with new high rise flats to the left. The article 

seems unsure what to say about the architecure, focusing on an old cedar-topped 

table...which has been used by public works engineering chiefs since the 1890's12. Also 

noted was a statement by the minister for Works that plans to build five buildings on the site 

were being 'reviewed'. 

O n the same day, the newspaper reported plans by the Nedlands T o w n Council to 

regulate building approval according to aesthetic control: 

Color tones and textures of facing materials would be required to harmonise with 

neighbouring buildings and unsightly objects that are parts of buildings could be 

prohibited...23 

This article refers obliquely to the site around the Parliament, that of Dumas House 

as well as an implicit belief in the m o d e m as an imposition on the existing, and m o d e m 

architects as untrustworthy in dealing with their surroundings. As the old cedar-topped table 

is placed inside the new office, the building becomes the site for, (and productive of) the 

uncertainty with the new itself. 
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The execution of the plans for Wandana flats by Krantz and Sheldon are perhaps the 

most complete. The compelling attraction of economics, facilitated by the firm's mastery over 

techniques of mass production, probably allowed this more than anything. W h e n the budget 

for the scheme was at first rejected by the State Housing Commission, it was because it was 

too low. Yet m the larger context of Krantz's view of the city, the work likewise remains 

only partially fulfilled. In 1941 when Krantz argued for a metropolis composed of 

apartments, he warned of the disadvantages of the dispersed city of suburban villas (...the 

development of Perth as a great city will be slackened. The town will be decentralised with 

consequent loss of character and economic wastage.)25 In 1956, when Wandana was 

completed, this process of decentralisation was about to begin in earnest. The proximity of 

this slab to King's Park was something to which Krantz and Sheldon would return. In the 

era of unrestrained civic vandalism, the firm built at the top of Mount Street, with Mount 

Eliza Apartments and Sunnymeed, as well as two large blocks in Crawley, forming part of 

a group of high rise buildings which included apartments by Dennis Silver and Oldham Boas 

Ednie-Brown. To return in this way to King's Park, rather than Mount Eliza is not to see it 

as the natural constant of Seddon and Ravine's text, but as a space which was temporarilly 

recast during this period; reconstituted as an urban space. 

Perhaps the most acute evidence of the uncertain nature of this space was an unbuilt 

project by Krantz and Sheldon for a site below Mount Eliza. Drawings dated July 1960 show 

a twelve storey block of concrete flats on Mounts Bay Road, behind a number of existing flat 

buildings. It was not unlike many of the numerous brick and concrete slabs being built by th6 

office at the time. This slab, with the metre- high letters JACOB'S L A D D E R written across 

it, was sited such that a bridge was proposed from the top of the cliff to the roof of the 

building. The elevation was stamped by the planning department in April 1961, yet the 

proposal became public news and controversy, regulations were changed immediately to 

prevent its development,and the building was rejected.26 The project is significant for the 

discourse it takes part in, (one that is the reverse of its own intention) that of the precious 

scale of M t Eliza which must not be tampered with. Like the other slabs, it becomes a site 

for the elaboration of the city in terms of threat; a threat to its locus and its very existence. 

To view a number of such projects both built and unbuilt together, is to possibly see 

a different King's Park. Not the natural setting from which to gaze at the city, but rather a 

kind of Central Park thrown off the grid of its avenues, forming a space in the city. The bush 
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becomes encircled with a group of large buildings forming a dispersed avenue on three sides. 

The five tallest the apartment towers in Crawley in conjunction with the explosion of campus 

scale at U W A during the 1960's, forms a south western boundary. Wandana at the park's 

North-west comer (and another apartment building along Kings Park Road by Krantz and 

Sheldon), five slabs on the Dumas House site; close by this, the flats of Mount Street, and 

a bridge connecting down to a slab on Mounts Bay. 
i 

During this same period the first significant conservation battle in Perth was fought 

(and partially won) nearby, the National Trust was formed, while King's Park itself was 

partially cut from the city grid via the new Mitchell freeway, and a vast living space was 

planned with endless new parks. The discursive space of new metropolis is compressed 

against that of the crisis of Place; the beginning of the m o d e m is impacted on its end; 

temporally and spatially. From the inside of a Place looking outwards at the city, a flip, and 

from outside, high up, the view is directed down at the park. The photograph made for the 

opening of Dumas House is perhaps less certain than the heroic confidence of this new 

monument might suggest. The view outside and below compresses and flattens the cliff; the 

towers and slabs continuous with the sand plain of Mounts Bay. In this newly found gaze, 

the city appears as a construction site, where the boundaries of the building are unsure. 

Likewise, from the Council Chamber of Fritz Kos' photograph, it is ambiguous what exactly 

is out there in the night sky; how big a metropolis is being hidden under the city of lights. 

One more text, contemporary with these buildings, can be pressed against them. While 

Howlett and Bailey made plans for Council House, Federico Fellini made a film set in the 

ultimate Place of Norberg-Shultz' Genius Loci, Rome. In La Dolce Vita the city as Place 

disappears into fragments, under constant motion and disjunctive scenes. R o m e here is not 

the dark underbelly of the post-apocalyptic city, nor even the metropolitan and violent 

Italy21 depicted in some recent Italian films. Rather, the space of the ageless city is elided 

with a disorienting newness and elegant modernity. R o m e is depicted simultaneously as a 

building site, a resort, a film set, an airport. The old city is captured ironically; in the 

opening aerial scene, as a helicopter flies past ruins, and over some rooftop sunbathers, its 

shadow is cast on a m o d e m white slab. Hanging below the helicopter on ropes, is a large 

Christ, being carried toward St Peter's. The space of the old city is dissolved in a desire to 

be lost in the metropolis: 

- I'd like to live in a new city, never meeting anyone. * 
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- / adore Rome- its a kind of jungle...a place where I can hide?8 

The filmic process pulls apart the city, shifting its foundations - into the episodes of 

the metropolis, and in the process, maintaining a space to inhabit. Yet the Architectural city 

seems more concerned with the Place of these foundations, and with fixing their location. At 

the level of the city (if not the individual building) 'architectural urbanism' attempts to banish 

the modernism which deals with the intrinsic uncertainty and alienation of the modern 

condition?9 The modem instead is seen as a Utopian future perfected, and when this future 

fails to materialise, nostalgia seeks this Utopia in a past which is fixed; in the original and 

thus permanent. This leaves the new and the unoriginal (the late and antipodean m o d e m for 

example) beached on foreign soil. 

Fellini's film ends in a surreal Italian beach scene, the exhausted party finding a large 

ray washed up on the shore. A series of unanswered and confused questions form the 

dialogue with this strange creature: 1 

-Is it male or female ? 

-Can anyone tell which is its head and which is its tail? 

Where does it come from... Australia P30 
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Not Looking Up, 

Not Looking Forward1 

To speak of a city in terms of three buildings designed around thirty years ago, it is 

more useful to speak about the persistent rather than the constant. Describing a city in terms 

of a Place, the site is a constant. The constancy of seeing rather than the persistence of 

looking. Not looking up, w e see through the horizon-tal of perspective and the downward eye 

of the urban map. Not looking forward, w e feel anxiety and anticipate only the worst. 

The buildings persist, despite sometimes not wanting to see them. In Perth, the 
i 

horizontal plane is frequently punctuated by the out-of-scale, (of which the three buildings 

are examples) Not looking up, w e see only horizontal plane. Looking at these buildings, 

certain other things persist. A n uncertainty as to whether, through its size and isolation, Perth 

is a metropolis or a Place. In terms of the metropolitan discourses I have described, I would 

claim that Perth, like other isolated new world cities of ex-colonies is highly metropolitan? 

Ironically, it is a constant attachment to a particular site, to that Place that justifies the 

repeated erasure of an original city. The gathering into a single city is what has produced a 

city that is not contained. The lament for the loss of the 19th century St George's Terrace 

fails to recognise this event's basis in a desire for constant urban forms of the street, and not 

only the street, but the main street. In a city of polarised parts; compacted centre and sparse 

periphery, the modernist isolated slab remains uncommitted to either. These buildings are 

persistently isolated, not disappearing in a congested urban space, the collected banality which 

together makes a kind of brilliance.3 These works engage in a discourse of the metropolis^ 

though one that was less certain even in its making. This uncertainty is confirmed in the 

cultural cringe's worst nightmare of being behind; just as modernism was most powerfully 

asserted here, it was evaporating at the centres. 

Yet as anywhere, as the city gates are erected to mark out Place, the list of mistakes 

is drawn up. The strange dream of perfection is one of closure; closure to the subject who 

is an outsider, and who is everywhere. In this way, the city is always a problem to be solved; 

a crisis to be reacted to. Returning to the original question, what is it that is being vandalised 

in the city, one can only remain uncertain. As a series of models for the pre-crisis dissolve 

into its opposite, the assessment of an era of architecture against an urban constant becomes 

perplexing. To end then, with Marcel Duchamp, There is no solution because there is no 

problem. Problem is the invention of man - it is nonsensical? 
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Not Looking Up, Not Looking Forward 

1. By double negative, this title is intended as the equivalent of Seddon and Ravine's last chapter, "Looking 
Down, Looking Back."(p259) 

2. Perth seems to imitate cities much larger than itself, and appear at times as a larger city than it actually 
is. 

3. see R e m Koolhaas: "A simple question: how so many mediocre buildings together can generate a 
fantastic architectural spectacle. Or, how can so much 'badness' sometimes lead to a kind of 
intelligence.' (Interview with Koolhaas, El Croquis 53, 1992) 

4. Marcel Duchamp, cited in Molderings, Herbert, "Objects of Modern Skepticism", in D e Duve, 
Thierry(ed); The Definitely Unfinished Marcel Duchamp; M I T Press, Cambridge.Mass., 1991 
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